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Introductory Remarks 

 
In September of 2011, The Martin-Fontana Parks Association issued 
a Master Plan Report.  Although the plan was envisioned to be a five-
year plan (with projects initiated in the fall of 2010), most of the listed 
projects have been either completed or are well underway.  Of course 
our plan to replace dead and dying trees is an on-going effort.  
Additionally, we accept that the tree replacement considerations are 
not necessarily one-to-one, same site plantings.  You will see, by 
comparing the ‘before-restoration’ park images (page 15 of the 
Master Plan Report, 09/11) with the various planting-plan images 
throughout this report and the Master Plan, that more trees are being 
planted nearer the towers and/or away from the PG&E transmission 
lines, as possible.  Clusters of small-stature trees are being planted in 
low-threat areas near the 125KW lines, with the agreement of the 
primary responsible agencies involved: PG&E, PRNS, The City of 
San Jose (District 10). 
 
Recall that the formation of the tax-exempt, non-profit, Martin-
Fontana Parks Association (MFPA) was prompted by the 2010 PG&E 
Revised Vegetation Management Policy and their announcement to 
remove several trees (approximately 170, combined) from the two 
parks.  MFPA has, over the ensuing years, negotiated for the waiver 
of removal of trees in the two-park easement.  Negotiations are 
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ongoing; and ‘save-our-park-trees’ is the primary motivation for the 
organization, MFPA. 
 
In Appendix (Part III), we hope to update project status and to 
introduce new project concepts not discussed in the Master Plan.  We 
ask that you refer to the Martin-Fontana Parks Restoration and 
Improvement Image-Set, page 21 of the Master Plan, in that it still 
reflects the areas of the park being improved and the areas of 
recognized need, but where no plans are yet on the table.  A major 
goal of this ‘living’ Master Plan is to document changes to our parks 
for the residents and for those responsible for the care and upkeep of 
the parks. 
 
 
 
 

Martin-Fontana Parks Restoration and Improvement 
Committee 

As-of January 01, 2013 

 

*Note- the nature of this committee is more of a standing committee 
to take the long-view of the viability of the two parks: T.J. Martin and 
J. Fontana parks.  Park Restoration and Improvement projects are 
surveyed, planned and implemented through the MFPA, and in 
cooperation with the TJMNPA.  Thus, the primary reason for the 
currently named, R&I Committee, has been to serve a more visionary 
and inter-agency role in the whole process of restoration and 
improvement of the parks.  Considering this, in the next meeting, 
January 17, 2013, the Committee may seek a new name, more fitting 
the evolved role.      
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Updated Tree List, the Trees of Martin-Fontana Parks 

January 2013 
 
The Trees of J. Fontana and T.J. Martin Parks 
 
        Type of Tree Approximate Mature Height 

  

Acer campestre, Vine Maple    To 27 foot 

Acer tataricum subsp. ginnala 'Flame'     To 20 foot 

Aesculus californica, California Buckeye   15 foot 

Albizia julibrissin, Silk Tree  25 -30 foot 

Arbutus unedo,  Strawberry Tree   20-25 foot 

Crataegus douglasii, Black or Western 
Hawthorn 

 15 to 20 foot  

Koelreuteria paniculata, Golden 
Raintree 

 20 to 30 foot 

Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle To 20 foot 

Lagerstroemia 'Dynamite', Crepe Myrtle   17 foot 

Lagerstroemia x faurei 'Tuscarora' To 25 foot 

Lagerstroemia Indica, Crepe Myrtles   15 to 20 foot 

Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape 
Myrtle) 

To 22 foot 

Liquidambar styraciflua,  Liquid Amber  20 to 35 foot 

Littleleaf Linden, (Tilia cordata)- 
“Greenspire”  

To 45 foot 

Malus floribunda,  Flowering Crabapple  20-25 foot 
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        Type of Tree Approximate Mature Height 

  

Malus sp. ‘Prairie Fire’, Crabapple   17 foot 

Metrosideros excelsa, New Zealand 
Xmas Tree 

  25 foot 

Pistacia chinensis, Chinese Pistache   25 to 30 foot 

Platanus racemosa, California 
Sycamore 

  100 foot 

Platanus  occidentalis × P. orientalis, 
Plane Sycamore  

 60-85 foot 

Prunus blireana, Blireana Flowering 
Plum  

 20 foot typical 

Prunus cerasifera  (Thundercloud 
Cherry Plum ) 

To 25 foot 

Quercus agrifolia, Coast Live Oak  32 foot to 60 foot 

Quercus douglasii, Blue Oak   30-45 foot 

Quercus ilex, Holly Oak (non-native)   45 – 75 foot 

Quercus lobata, Valley Oak   40 to 65 foot 

Quercus rubra, Red Oak (non-native)  70 foot 

Quercus shumardii, the Shumard Oak To 60 foot 

Tilia cordata 'Greenspire' (Littleleaf 
Linden) 

To 50 foot 

Ulmus ‘Emerald Sunshine’ To 35 foot 

Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm or 
Lacebark Elm 

 40 to 50 foot 

Zelkova serrata 'Village Green', 
Japanese Zelkova  

 To 60 foot 
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Guidelines for Tree Selection 

(Wednesday, June 27, 2012) 
 
In addition to height requirements, there are other criteria that guide 
the selection of trees for the Fontana and Martin parks in San Jose.  
Larry Sasscer came-up with the following ‘quality’ issues that need be 
considered. These guidelines will be applied in future tree selection 
activities. 
 
Considerations/guidelines for park tree selection, besides height.  
These are simply questions to ask when picking varieties. 
 
1.      Is it messy, meaning someone will need to pick up fruit or 
seedpods; or they create a mess or hazard on sidewalks and 
benches (as applicable)? 
a.      Do they have large elongated or hard-round seed pods that 
clutter sidewalks, streets, sports areas and are a hazard (such as the 
Liquidambar styraciflua,  Liquid Amber) 
b.      Do they bear fruit and some heavy years create a sticky and 
stained sidewalk and benches, like Prunus blireana, Blireana 
Flowering Plum. Fruit trees in general leave a mess.  Someone 
needs to pick up rotten fruit.  Kids also like to pull on and break 
branches getting to the fruit.   
2.      Is the tree frost-sensitive?  The Araucaria heterophylla (Norfolk 
Island pine) is an example (none are in our park). 
3.      Is it adjacent to someone's yard (pool) and will it create a 
mess?  My neighbors complain that the crepe myrtle trees near their 
fence cover their pool when the flowers fall off.  Consider, as example 
a Jacaranda planted next to a house or backyard. 
4.      Does it smell (or is it known to produce a have high pollen 
count) such as the acacia tree. 
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5.      Will the tree block someone's view?  Police want a clear view 
over the park perimeter.  Is the tree multi-trunk or can it been pruned 
such that this, and other visibility (traffic, for example) requirements 
are met? 
6.      Is it known to have surface roots that impact mowing and/or 
adjacent sidewalks?  The irrigated turf tends to draw roots to the 
surface, but if the tree to exhibit surface roots (the Liquidambar 
styraciflua, Liquid Amber, as example).  
7.      Do they stay green most of the year (i.e., evergreen trees)?  
The buckeyes drop their leaves in early summer so they aren't 
necessarily a good shade tree.  Of course, many blossoming trees 
are deciduous and thus may be acceptable for Spring/Summer color.  
8.      Will it interfere with mowers because of low, wide canopy?  This 
is particularly a problem with low-stature trees. However, low-stature 
trees are the only type that may be planted in zones 3, 4 and 5 
between transmission towers, so this must be carefully considered.  
Small stature trees should have a minimum spacing of from 12 to 14 
foot to avoid lawn-cutting issues.    
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Suitable Small-Stature Trees 

 
List of Trees Suitable for the 40-50% zones between Towers and 
In proximity to the 125 KW Transmission Lines (only) 
Version- May 16, 2012 
 
The following trees are on the ‘approved list’ for trees in the sag-
zones of the PG&E transmission towers.  They fall into the 15 to 17 
foot, maximum-height-at-maturity window and they are trees our 
residents are familiar with and that have done well in the parks.  They 
are trees generally in limited supply and will be more expensive than 
the standard, landscape-trade varieties.  It is not to be assumed that 
one can plant these anywhere in the 40-50% zones.  Final approval 
must be sought from PG&E (Joseph Stewart) and the PRNS-City of 
San Jose (Peggy Rudd).  These trees are not suitable for location 
under the Center, 250KV Transmission Lines.  They should be on the 
periphery or in proximity to the North and South lines only. 
 
Crepe Myrtle ‘Dynamite’  
 
Crepe Myrtle ‘Catawba’ 
 
Crepe Myrtle ‘Zuni’ 
 
Prunus serrulata 'Mount Fuji' 
 
Crabapple ‘Prairie Fire’  
(other possible varieties are Malus ‘Callaway’, M. Donald Wymann’, 
M. ‘Indian Summer’, and M. ‘Narragansett”) 
 
The Crabapple in the parks, variety unknown, is also acceptable.  
Acceptable cultivars of Malus, flowering crabapple are: 'Candied 
Apple', 'Christmas Holly', 'Strawberry Parfait', 'Indian Magic', 'Red 
Barron'; or M. halliana'Parkmanii',  
 
Trees selection outside the 40-50% zones is open to negotiation 
City/PG&E.  There are two prune trees that would be acceptable: 
Prunus cerasifera ‘Thundercloud’ and P.C. ‘Allred.  Allred is a more 
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upright tree and most suitable adjacent curb/street locations.   Both 
will grow to 20’ at maturity. 
 
Cal Poly Tree Selection recommends: 
 Prunus cerasifera 'Newport' 
 Prunus cerasifera 'Mt. St. Helens' 
 Prunus cerasifera 'Krauter Vesuvius' 
 Prunus × blireana 
 
New Zealand Christmas trees, Metrosideros excelsa is another 
choice. Crataegus laevigata 'Double Pink is another possibility that is 
usually less than 20 feet tall.   We have some English Hawthorn 
growing in the park.  Flowers are really nice.  The stems have thorns.  
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Cell Station Issues in T.J. Martin and J. Fontana Parks 

 
At this time, only Fontana has Cell Stations at the base of PG&E 
Transmission Towers.  In the Master Plan (dated 09/11):  
http://saveourparktrees.files.wordpress.com/2011/09/martin-fontana-
parks-association-restoration-and-improvement-master-plan.pdf, 
 
the goal to provide a vegetation screen at the Verizon Cell Station at 
Golden Oaks and McAbee was put forward.  Not too long after the 
report was issued, residents began to complain about the lack of 
maintenance at the two, other, existing cell stations at Meridian and 
Oakglen Way:  The AT&T station and the T-Mobile station.  It became 
necessary to make contact with the property managers for these 
three communications companies, and for the specific cell stations.  
The bottom line is that MFPA was able to implement a clean-up plan 
for the towers at Oakglen Way and Meridian (in April, 2012).  
However, despite many attempts to involve the local residents at 
Golden Oak Drive and McAbee, the effort was unsuccessful.  The 
purpose of this section is to provide the point-of-contact for the 
various stations. 
 

T-Mobile Cell Station at 1291 Oakglen Way in San Jose, Station # 
SFO4936A 
 
Julie.Joseph40@T-mobile.com, the property manager for this cell 
site. 
Vinod.Khannan@T-mobile.com,   925-300-5276, the service 
technician 
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AT&T wireless Station in San Jose, CA 
(KMM39944422V45783L0KM) at 
1291 Oakglen Way (Oakglen and Meridian).  This is the one separate 
from the PG&E Tower, just east of the tower. 
 
Elda Wonders 
AT&T Mobility | Property Manager - South Bay 
925.337.5388 Mobile | ew477n@att.com | 4430 Rosewood Drive, 
Bldg 3 6th Floor, Pleasanton CA 94588  
 
ROUBIK BOUDAGHIAN RB5391@att.com is the main contact 
person and the person that did have the vegetation pruned in a very 
timely fashion! 
 
AT&T refers to the site as: RECC135495    FA 10067812 

 

The Verizon Cell Station at 1210 Golden Oaks Way (Golden Oaks 
and McAbee) 
 
"Miller, Thomas David" Thomas.Miller@VerizonWireless.com, 
Property Manager. 

 
The AT&T people were the quickest to respond.  Within 10 days of 
contact, Roubik Boudaghian had the volunteer plants removed and 
pruned the Abelia, the principle vegetation screening plant.  MFPA 
will keep our eyes on this and when a little work is needed and we 
have a ‘volunteer day in the park’, we will tend to this site. 
 
The Verizon Folks were kind enough to offer to consider funding the 
vegetation screen if we came up with a planting plan for the cell 
tower.  Remember, this station has no screening currently and is an 
eyesore.  We put together a MFPA letter and sent it to the local 
stake-holders along Golden Oaks drive, but to no avail.  This needs 
to be pursued at some later time. 
 
The T-Mobile people have responded; but claim that they are not 
legally responsible for the vegetation screening.  Here is the T-Mobile 
letter and a response by Chris Hughes of PG&E: 
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From: "Joseph, Julie" <Julie.Joseph40@T-Mobile.com> 
Date: March 6, 2012 8:27:22 AM PST 
To: Patrick Pizzo <patrick.pizzo@sjsu.edu> 
Cc: "Khannan, Vinod" <Vinod.Khannan@T-Mobile.com> 
Subject: RE: T-Mobile Cell Station at 1291 Oakglen Way in San Jose, Station # 
SFO4936A 
 
Hello Again Patrick, 
 
After looking over our Lease Agreement for this site, it would appear to me that 
our "Leased Area" is within the fenced area under and within the footprint of 
PG&E's lattice tower.  Our leased area is roughly 15 x 15.5 feet. 
 
Based on our information, it is my interpretation that the foliage/shrubbery 
bordering the exterior of our fenced/leased area actually belongs to PG&E. 
 
Therefore, we believe the responsibility for shrubbery & foliage maintenance 
actually should fall to PG&E. 
 
Please let me know if you disagree, or have additional information to the 
contrary. 
 
Best Regards, 
Julie Joseph 
Property Management Specialist 
JMA Information Technology on behalf of  
-T---Mobile- Stick Together 
Office: (925) 288-6689 
Julie.Joseph40@T-mobile.com 
 
Property Management Hotline 
877-373-0093 ,M-F 7am-6pm 
propertymanagement@t-mobile.com 

____________________________________ 

 
 
From: "Hughes, Chris R (ET)" <CRHg@pge.com> 
Date: March 6, 2012 2:48:58 PM PST 

To: Patrick Pizzo <patrick.pizzo@sjsu.edu>, "Neves, Liz 
(liz.neves@sanjoseca.gov)" <liz.neves@sanjoseca.gov> 
Cc: "Rasheed, Kamran" <KxRi@pge.com> 
Subject: RE: T-Mobile Cell Station at 1291 Oakglen Way in San Jose, 
Station # SFO4936A 
 
Pat, 
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It’s nice to clearly understand T-mobile lease area.  If the vegetation 
is on our property, as most of your park is, then that vegetation 
maintenance will be the same all the other trees and shrubs in the 
parks.  Meaning it’s the parks responsibility due the lease that they 
have with us to have the park. 

  
The Cell Station additions may have occurred after the initial 
agreement with PG&E.   It would seem prudent for the partner 
agencies to resolve who is responsible to 1) establish and 2) maintain 
vegetation screening at the three cell stations in J. Fontana Park. 
 
AT&T has been a good neighbor and has taken care of their area. 
Verizon has expressed initial interest in financially supporting a 
vegetation screen for their ‘bare-bones’ cell station.   T-Mobile is 
laying the maintenance of the existing vegetation screen on PRNS 
and the City of San Jose. 
 
It is clear that further effort to provide appropriate vegetation 
screening and to maintain that screening is outside the control of 
MFPA.  It is clear that the City (and PRNS) must become involved 
and include the appropriate language, defining the need to screen 
and the need to provide the required maintenance, in the Cell Station 
Contracts.  We leave this issue in this Master Plan Update 
unresolved. 
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Heritage Oak Grove Declaration 

 
In August the San Jose City Council accepted the recommendation of 
City Arborist Ralph Mize and declared the grove of multi-trunked 
Oaks at Meridian near The Villas as historic Heritage Trees.  MFPA 
brought these trees to the City’s attention, prompted by members 
Dick and Joy Stevens and Vince Piazzisi.  MFPA sought donations to 
install a permanent plaque with the Heritage Tree information.  The 
purchase and installation of a suitable plaque on a large boulder near 
the grove was completed in.  Heritage Trees are given special 
protections in the city. 
 
The plaque was dedicated on April 27, 2012.  Here is a montage of 
the dedication event from our web pages at: 
 
http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/2012/04/27/heritage-grove-
dedication/ 
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Installation of Bench at Tree #13 

 
In August of 2012, the bench at Tree #13 was installed and 
dedicated.  The funding for the bench came from donations from the 
residents and users of the two parks.  This was an approximate 
$2,000 effort.  Thanks to PRNS for installing the bench. 
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Installation of Native Plant Island A (NPI-A) 

 
In the Master Plan Report (9/11), the section “Initial Plan for Fontana 
West and Lessons Learned”, page 45, the concept of the Native Plant 
Island landscape features was presented.  A plan was included for 
two islands:  NPI-A and NPI-B.  Since the Master Plan was 
submitted, it was realized that a third location in Fontana-West 
offered a better opportunity for a NPI; and the idea for NPI-C was 
conceived.  In this section, NPI-A, which was planted in the Spring 
’12, is described (see Figs. 1 and 2 and Table I, below). The plan for 
NPI-B has been dropped, and in subsequent sections, the planting of 
a couple of trees in the area designated for NPI-B is described.  NPI-
C will be described in the following section. 
 

 
Fig. 1- The initial plan for NPI-A 
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Fig. 2- The installed island, NPI-A, Summer ’12 
 
In Fig. 2, note the temporary fence.  This fence will be removed, at 
least in part, by the 6/13.  It has not been decided whether to leave 
the island unfenced or to add a permanent fence (such as a 2-rail, 
split rail fence).  The anticipated problem is possible vehicle traffic 
(bikes, for example) and/or dog-related issues (Fontana West has a 
dog-park and this park is very popular with pet-owners). 
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Table I:  Plant List for NPI-A, J. Fontana-West 

October, 2011 
 
Botanical Name      Common   

  

Arctostaphylos ‘Austin Griffiths’  Austin Griffiths Manzanita 

  

Arctostaphylos uva-ursi ‘Green Supreme’  'Green Supreme' Bearberry 

  

Arctostaphylos 'John Dourley'  John Dourley Manzanita 

  

Baccharis pilularis ‘Twin Peaks #2  Dwarf Coyote Brush 

  

Ceanothus griseus v. horiz. ‘Yankee 
Point’ 

 Yankee Point Ceanothus 

  

Ceanothus ‘Joan Mirov’  Wild Lilac 

  

Ceanotus ‘Concha’   Mountain Lilac 

  

Chilopsis linearis  ‘Purple Splendour’  Desert Willow 

  

Cistus x purpureus  Rock Rose (Native to Mediterranean Region) 

  

Epilobium 'Roger's U.C. Hybrid'  Narrowleaf California Fuchsia 

  

Eriogonum arborescens  Santa Cruz Island Buckwheat 

  

Eriogonum grande rubescens  San Miguel Island Buckwheat 

  

Eriogonum umbellatum polyanthum  Sulphur-Flower Buckwheat 

  

Salvia ‘Bee’s Bliss’  Bee’s Bliss Sage 
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Vegetation Screening along Park Periphery, Fontana-
West 

As of December 16, 2012 
Estimated Planting Date: March 2013  
 

 1. Background 

 
The need for vegetation screening along the north and south 
peripheries of Fontana West has been recognized for some time.  
Currently there is a cotoneaster-patch that buffers the park from two, 
residential homes on the south-periphery; and a pyracantha-patch 
that buffers the Villas of Almaden development on the north-
periphery.  Unfortunately, volunteer oak trees have grown into the 
vegetation screening and these trees (Coast Live Oak, Valley Oak 
and Holm Oak) have come to dominate the vegetation screening.   
They are not in compliance with safety of the PG&E power 
transmission lines due to their height at maturity.  Another solution 
must be found. 
 

 2. Demonstration of One Alternative (April 2012) 

 
In the Master Plan Report (9/11), the section “Initial Plan for Fontana 
West and Lessons Learned”, page 46, it was proposed that seven 
ceanothus (CA Mountain Lilac, Table I) would be planted in the 
cotoneaster patch to demonstrate one way to provide an effective 
and PG&E- compliant screen.   In the Spring 2012, seven ceanothus 
shrubs were planted as shown in Figs. 1and 2, below. 
 
Table I-  The seven ceanothus shrubs planted in Fontana West 
April 2012 
 
Ceanothus ‘Snow Flurry’  2-ea 

Ceanothus ‘Ray Hartman’   3-ea 

Ceanothus ‘Frosty Blue’   2-ea 

 
The seven, turquoise areas in Fig. 1 show the locations of the seven 
ceanothus planted in April 2012.  
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Fig. 1- The North and South Peripheries and Detail for the South- 
Periphery Vegetation Screening Plan 
 

 
Fig. 2- Ceanothus Frosty Blue in Cotoneaster Patch 
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Fig. 2 shows how the ceanothus shrubs in the demonstration project 
were planted.  Note the use of the 2” x 6” frames.  This assures that 
the root-crown of the ceanothus is kept ‘high and dry’.  This is of 
particular importance when planting CA native plants.   
 
 3. Sequential Removal of Volunteer Oak and Replacement with  
 PG&E-Compliant plants. 
 
Beginning in the Spring 2013, volunteer oak on the north and south 
peripheries will be selectively removed in a cooperative effort 
between PRNS, PG&E, MFPA and the VAHA (Villas of Almaden 
Homeowners Association).  Shrubs appropriate to power-
transmission line safety will be planted to provide a ‘continuous’ 
screening of homes by the new vegetation.  It is anticipated that it will 
take approximately 3-years to complete this project. 
 
Tree #13 is just adjacent the south-periphery cotoneaster patch.  
When the Tree #13 bench was installed this last summer, some lower 
branches were removed from Tree #13 and the family at 6006 
Castello Drive (at Golden Oaks Way) lost vegetation screening 
between their backyard and the park.  It is proposed that Ceanothus 
(Cenaothus ‘Ray Hartman) shrubs be planted in the cotoneaster 
patch, approximately 8-feet away from the 6006 Castello Drive south 
periphery fence, to provide replacement screening.  C. ‘Ray Hartman’ 
can grow to 20’foot.  Joseph Stewart of PG&E would like to 
implement this planting as ‘Phase one’ of a multiple phase project to 
replace appropriate screening all along the cotoneaster patch.  The 
volunteer oak trees that presently screen two, residential homes, will 
be, at maturity, too tall for safe operation of the overhead PG&E 
power transmission cables.  The respective homes are at 6006 
Castello Drive and 1268 Oak Glen Way 
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 4. Plan and Resource description: South Periphery 

  
Patrick Pizzo will mark, with colored ribbon, the additional and 
unnecessary volunteer trees to be removed from the whole of the 
cotoneaster patch.  PG&E will then bring a crew to do this removal 
and cleanup.  Secondly, the following steps will require adding the 
Phase I Ceanothus ‘Ray Hartman’ staked trees.  Five tree/shrubs will 
be planted. 
 
a-  Five, five-foot diameter, circular areas, will be cleared of 
cotoneaster to allow for each of the five ceanothus trees.   
 
b-  A hole, 24-inches deep and 24 inches in diameter will be dug in 
the center of each of the five, cleared areas. 
 
c-  2 cubic feet of garden soil (amendment) will be added to each hole 
and the native soil and garden soil will be mixed. 
 
d-  A seven foot length of waddle (9-inch in diameter) will be cut and 
formed into a circle surrounding each of the five planting holes.  
Stakes will be used to hold the waddle in place. 
 
e-  One Ceanothus ‘Ray Hartman’ will be planted in each of the five 
holes.  These trees should be staked as are the trees planted by 
OCF, to promote vertical growth.  The root crown of each tree will be 
at the level of the top of the waddle (to elevate the root-crown above 
the current, soil level).  Extra ground soil should be available to 
assure proper planting, leaving enough of a ‘trough’ to allow for 
watering. 
 
f-  Each tree will be watered thoroughly. 
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The following is an outline of the process to establish the south-
periphery, Phase I: 
 

A- Gather Materials 
a. Ceanothus Trees:  Source: Suncrest Nursery 

[catalog description-  CN Ceanothus 'Ray 
Hartman'--   staked columns    Shr 10-20';l   
g,dark lvs,masses of blue fls    37 available at 
 $15.75 ea   prime] 

b. 12 cubic feet of garden soil. 
c. 2 ea, 25 foot lengths of straw-waddle. 
d. 25 wooden stakes to hold the waddle 
e. Wooden Stakes for the trees (2ea per tree) 
f. 1-1/2 cubic yards of woodchips. 
g. Planting tools (bar, shovel, pick, hammer) 
h.     Irrigation done by hand with QC access, hose 
 and spigot. 

 
B- Prep the Area 

a. Determine the five, tree locations (see Google 
Image, this document) 

b. Trim back cotoneaster 
c. Have PRNS sign-off before digging to avoid 

utilities 
 
C- Planting- described above 
 
D-Water schedule- Water once, every 10 days to 2-weeks 
from June 1st to September 30th .  Use approximately 3-
gallons of water per tree per watering day. 
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5. Project photos, maps, and drawings 

 
 
 

Use of Waddle to define a planting site: 

 
 
Various staking methods to hold waddle in place: 
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 6. Cost Estimate: 

 
Date: Planting planed for March, 2013 
Project Name: Phase I vegetation screen planting-Cotoneaster 
Patch 
Project Lead: Patrick Pizzo  
 
Estimated Plant prices table: 

 
Plant Type 

 
# of plants  

 price per 
unit $ 

 
Total $ 

 
Size 

[Ceanothus ‘Ray Hartman’ Staked trees] 5 $15.75 $85.80 
with tax 

15 gal 

 
Cost estimate  

Item Estimated amount Actual amount 

Plants $85.80  

Materials $160  

Labor $550*  

Total $795.80  

 This includes the labor to plant the plants and perform the watering and 
care to establish the trees.  

 
Funding sources 
The goal:  a PG&E project grant 
 
Material list 

Material Quantity  cost Total 
estimate 

Total actual  

Garden Soil 12 cubic feet $40 $40  

Waddle 2 ea, 25 foot 
long 

$25 per 
length 

$50  

Waddle 
Stakes 

25 ea $.040 per $10  

Tree Stakes 10 ea $3 per $30  

Wood Chips 1-1/2 cubic 
yards 

$30 $30  

Subtotal    $160  
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Labor list 
Labor Description  Cost estimate  Cost total 

Prep work Clean the area up 
and get ready for 
planting, mark 
digging sites. No 
Volunteer labor 

$60  

Planting Mixing soil, 
planting, raking out 
wood chips 
Paid Labor 

$60  

Watering watering plants for 
two weeks 3 times 
a week. Paid 
Labor 

$550*  

*  This may be sub-contracted to OCF and/or another labor service, 
including the watering to establish the plants (3, years) 

 

Quarterly Funding Schedule  

 
 

FY 2012 Amount Date Needed 

Q1 $370 By March 15, 2013 

Q2 $36  

Q3 $36  

Q4 $36  

other $161/’14 and $161/’15  

 

7. Plan and Resource description: North Periphery  

 
It is the intent of MFPA, with cooperation of PG&E, to do a similar vegetation-screening 

adjustment on the north-periphery along the entry to the Villas of Almaden.  MFPA will 

work with the PG&E and the Villas Neighborhood Association to develop a definite plan.  

Mike Kalashian, MFPA member, will coordinate the oak-removal effort with PG&E; and 

suitable replacement-plantings may be involved with this effort.  Details will be 

forthcoming, spring 2013. 
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March 31, 2012 Random Tree Planting Program 

 
A replacement plan for random tree loss is defined on page 67 of the 
Master Plan report.  The process was begun in the Fall of 2010 and is 
on-going.  The process is necessitated by the scheduled loss of 
trees, as negotiated by MFPA (the negotiation team) and PG&E, and 
by the loss of trees due to natural circumstances (winter storm loss, 
dead and dying trees).  Many of the flowering plum trees in J. 
Fontana Park, as example, are over 35 years old.  This, combined 
with soil conditions in the park, lead to root-rot and decay and high-
susceptibility to boring insects.  It is fairly common to lose four trees 
(mostly flowering plum) during the storm season each year. 
 
On March 31 of 2012, sixteen trees were planted throughout the two 
parks.  This section describes that effort.  The trees were planted by 
OCF and park volunteers; the trees will be maintained, by contract, 
with OCF for a three-year period. 
 

Table I- Trees Planted on March 31, 2012- 16 Random Trees 
 
TREE 

# 

   TREE TYPE     SOURCE 

1   Quercus agrifolia   OCF 

2  Quercus shumardii OCF 

3  Quercus shumardii OCF 

4  Quercus shumardii OCF 

5  Crape myrtle ‘Dynamite’ OCF 

6  Crape myrtle ‘Dynamite’ OCF 

7  Crape myrtle ‘Dynamite’ OCF 

8  Ulmus Emerald Sunshine OCF 

9  Ulmus Emerald Sunshine here OCF 

10   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) OCF 

11 Ulmus Emerald Sunshine  OCF 

12 Ulmus Emerald Sunshine  OCF 

13  Metrosideros excelsa OCF 

14 Quercus shumardii OCF 

15 Quercus shumardii OCF 

16 Quercus shumardii OCF 
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Fig. 1-  Trees 1, 2, 3 and 4;   see Table I 
 

 
Fig. 2- Trees 5-8; see Table I 
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Fig. 3- Trees 9 and 10; see Table I 
 

 
Fig. 4-  Trees 11 through 16; see Table I 
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April 21, 2012 Arbor Day Planting 

 
On April 4th, 2012, members of the governing park-agencies (i.e., 
PRNS, PG&E) did a walk-through with MFPA and OCF members in 
Fontana West.  Our main objective was to establish a policy by which 
tree plantings can be proposed, reviewed and approved in a timely 
and reliable manner. What was agreed upon are the following: 
 
(1) Tree sites were paint-marked by consensus on the walk-through 
by the four agency reps (MFPA, PRNS, PG&E and OCF) and are 
final. 
(2) by agreeing to hand-dig the holes, one can forgo USA, unless 
inspection is recommended for a specific site during the walk-through 
[and for a justifiable reason]. 
 
We had 20 tree-sites and tree-types selected for planting on April 21, 
2012.  They are listed in Table I.  The locations are indicated in the 
various figures herein. 
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Table I- Tree types for the April 21, 2012 Arbor Day Planting 
 

TREE 

# 

   TREE TYPE     SOURCE 

1   Acer tataricum subsp. ginnala 'Flame'   PG&E 

2   Acer tataricum subsp. ginnala 'Flame'   PG&E 

3   Acer tataricum subsp. ginnala 'Flame'   PG&E 

4   Littleleaf Linden, (Tilia cordata)- 
“Greenspire”  

Lions Club v. 
OCF 

5   Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire”  Lions Club v. 
OCF 

6   Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire”  Lions Club v. 
OCF 

7   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) PG&E 

8   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) PG&E 

9   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) PG&E 

10   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) PG&E 

11   Lagerstroemia Muskogee (Crape Myrtle) PG&E 

12    Prunus cerasifera  (Thundercloud 
Cherry Plum )  

PG&E 

13    Prunus cerasifera  (Thundercloud 
Cherry Plum )   

PG&E 

14    Prunus cerasifera  (Thundercloud 
Cherry Plum )   

PG&E 

15    Prunus cerasifera  (Thundercloud 
Cherry Plum )   

PG&E 

16    Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire” PG&E 

17    Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire” PG&E 

18    Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire” PG&E 
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19    Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

               Multi-Trunk 

MFPA via OCF 

20 

 

   Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

               Single-Trunk 

MFPA via OCF 

 
 
 
The following images show tree-locations… 
 

 
Fig. 1- Trees #1 to #11   Trees 4,5 and 6 are the Lion’s Club Trees. 
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Fig 2- Tree #4 to Tree #13 
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Fig 3- Tree #14 to Tree # 18 
 

 
Fig 4- Tree #’s 19 and 20, MFPA contributed Trees. These trees 
became part of the Glowing Court re-plant program. 
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2013 Random Tree Planting Proposal  

Created: May 15, 2012 
 
The following is a proposal to plant 16 more Random Trees come 
spring or fall of 2013.  This proposal is based on a walk-through the 
parks by three MFPA members in the Spring 2012.  This is not a 
proposal made in stone.  It is open to discussion and revision by the 
MFPA executive board.  Winter tree loss may dictate other tree 
locations. The tree types are only suggestions based on our prior 
experience, discussions with PRNS and OCF and also based on the 
current palette of trees in the two parks.   The TJMNPA will have final 
say on the what and where trees will be planted in T.J. Martin Park. 
 
Pat Wagstaff, Sunny Wagstaff and Pat Pizzo took a look at weak 
and/or dying trees in the two parks in early May 2012.  The intent was 
to identify locations where weak trees would likely be gone over the 
next 1 to 3 year period.  If MFPA would be proactive and place new 
trees where we know there will be loss, the impact of the loss may be 
softened. 
 
Most of the weak and dying trees are flowering plum trees; and most 
are located in the J. Fontana Park.  This report is a proposal to group 
these trees into another planting scheme similar to the one executed 
in March, 2011. OCF was contracted to coordinate the planting and 
provide the required watering to bring 16 trees in the two parks (TJM 
and JF) to full establishment (17 trees if both 9A/9B were to be 
planted).  The program cost approximately $2,400; and a similar 
funding level would be required for this proposed planting scheme. 
 
Trees that are dead or dying are identified herein; and a suitable 
replacement tree is suggested.  This is a tentative plan for 
consideration by the MFPA Board of Directors. 
 

Trees, dead or weak, in Martin/Fontana Parks 

 
At Golden Oak Drive, half-way down the block (east of McAbee), a Holm Oak is dying.  

One idea is to compensate its loss with two Red Chestnuts by the nearby towers (the 

south and middle tower.  The specific variety of Red Horsechesnut is Aesculus x carnea 
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'Briotii'.  These shall be designated Trees 1 and 2.  This is shown in the next set of 

figures. 

 

 

 

 

               
 

 

 

          
 

Fig. 1A, B and C-  The first photo shows the dead Holm Oak.  The second shows where 

the one, Red Horse chestnut should be located, and the third, the second RHC. 

 

A Flowering Plum Tree near the Memorial Garden is dying. 

Replace it with a tree from the ‘under the wires’ list of permissible trees.  Based on 

‘consistency’, this should perhaps be a flowering plum tree. 
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Acceptable Flowering Plum, less than 20 foot, are as follows: 

 

 Prunus cerasifera 'Newport' 

 Prunus cerasifera 'Mt. St. Helens' 

 Prunus cerasifera 'Krauter Vesuvius' 

 Prunus × blireana 

 

Prunus cerasifera ‘Mt. St. Helens’ is recommended as replacement.  This would then be 

Tree 3. 

 

Moving West from McAbee, additional dying Flowering Plum Trees are to be found in J. 

Fontana as shown below—perhaps plant a Chinese elm beside each one, before they’re 

gone.  In the mid-span, a selection from the ‘under the wires’ permissible list would be 

more appropriate.  Here are the trees in sequence: McAbee, moving west: 
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For PG&E Transmission Cable Zones 1 and 2, Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm, also 

called Lacebark Elm is recommended.  For zones 3, 4 and 5, use either Malus sp. ‘Prairie 

Fire’, Crabapple or Prunus cerasifera ‘Thundercloud’.  This would be trees 4-10. 

 

On the slope between the soccer fields, there are three dead trees (all are crape myrtle)—

replace with Chinese Pistache (Pistacia chinensis) for continuity); or Crataegus x lavallei 

(Lavallée's hawthorn) and plant the trees on the flat area (see below) rather than on the 

slope (for greater gap, tree top to overhead cable).  This would be trees 11, 12 and 13 in 

the table. 

 

 
 

 

Three Red Horse Chestnut Trees could be added near Glowing Court; near the towers.  

The selected variety would be Red Horse Chestnut, Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii'.   This 

would be trees 14, 15 and 16. 
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Fig. 2-  Just N-W of the south tower 

 

 
Fig. 2- Just N-E of the south tower 

 

 
Fig. 4-  Just S-E of the north tower. 

 

On the next pages are Table I- Tree Types and Google Earth images of the various tree 

locations (approximate). 
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Table I-  Tree types 

 

TREE 

# 

   TREE TYPE 

1  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 

2  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 

3  Prunus cerasifera ‘Mt. St. Helens’ 

4-10: PG&E Transmission Cable Zones 1 and 2, I would use 

Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm, also called Lacebark Elm.  For 

zones 3, 4 and 5, I would use either Malus sp. ‘Prairie Fire’, 

Crabapple or Prunus cerasifera ‘Thundercloud’ 

4 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm –or- 

Littleleaf Linden “Greenspire”  

5 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

6 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

7 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

8 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

9A,9B Ulmus ‘Emerald Sunshine’ 

10 Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

 11-13:  Chinese Pistache (Pistacia chinensis) for continuity); or 

Crataegus x lavallei (Lavallée's hawthorn) and plant the trees on 

the flat area (see below) rather than on the slope (for greater 

gap, tree top to overhead cable). 

11 Crataegus x lavallei 

12 Crataegus x lavallei 

13 Crataegus x lavallei 

14  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 

15  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 

16  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 
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Fig. 5-  Locations of trees #1 through #3, Fontana Middle 
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Fig. 6-  Tree # 4 through #10, Fontana West near Dog Park 
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Fig. 7-  #11 through #16 in T.J. Martin 1 
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Random Tree Planting, Fontana Middle/East 

 
When MFPA had a Mormon Group spreading mulch in early June, 2012, Linda 
Wilson mentioned that the people in Fontana Middle and Fontana East feel ‘left 
out’ by recent MFPA tree plantings.  They want some trees along their area of 
the parks, especially on the southern periphery.  They may not realize how much 
their park will be changed by Dave Poeschel’s planting efforts on the northern 
periphery as he planted many one-gallon, native trees and shrubs, which are 
rather slow growing.  Nevertheless, they have a point.  So here is a first-cut plan 
for trees for Fontana East and Fontana Middle, the south periphery. 
 
There are limitations to what can be done on the south periphery of these two 
sections.  One relates to the fact that the 230KV power transmission lines go 
down the approximate center of these sections (the southern towers and cables 
running down the center of Oak Forest Way (Fontana East).  There are major 
PG&E limitations with respect to the 230 KV lines.  Also, the Almaden Valley 
Water Pipeline runs just adjacent Oak Forest Wey, not too far from the curb, 
limiting the type and even the potential use of ‘street-trees’ along Oak Forest 
Way.  Finally, the sag line-zone(s) of the power transmission cables dominates 
regions where trees may be planted.   This will severely limit tree selection and 
PRNS/PG&E approval.   However, a plan can and should be put forward; and 
this is the first-cut of a plan for trees for Fontana Middle and Fontana East.  Note:  
the document “2013 Random Tree Planting” proposes a few more trees for 
Fontana Middle;  but, these few do not affect the overall plan presented herein. 
 

 
Fig. 1-  Overview of the subject areas, Fontana Middle and East 
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Fig. 2-  This shows the locations for 16 possible trees. 
 
If A-E, this grouping in Fontana Middle, were small stature trees, there should be 
no problem.   One could either go for spring-blossom or summer-blossom 
varieties (Crab Apple vs, Crape Myrtle; or even Flowering Plum, Thundercloud). 
 Native Hawthorne is another example. 
 
The big tree you see in the Fig.-2, just north of tree 'E' was a silk tree, but it has 
been removed.   The silk tree is a spreading canopy tree and a one-for-one 
replacement there would not be a bad idea, but of course, it is in the 230KV 
corridor and thus may not get PG&E approval.  It was never a threat to the power 
transmission from a practical standpoint, however, since the tree-to-Transmission 
Cable is so great and the mature height of the Silk Tree is no more than 25 foot. 
 
Trees F-J in Fontana East would be 'street trees' along Oak Forest Way; but 
there are two problems.  One is this is the Sag zone for the 230 kv; and the 
second problem, these trees would be planted very close to the water pipeline. 
 Approval cycle would be mandatory and maybe a little difficult- but not 
impossible.  Recall that in the Arbor Day Planting of 2012 (April 21st), approved 
trees lie as close to the waterline as would be the case in Fontana East. 
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Trees K-L-M-N-O, near the towers along the Almaden Expressway would be 
relatively small stature trees, and would provide some shade.   They would be 
close enough to those tall Towers at Almaden not to be a problem!    Again, the 
approval process would have to be followed.  A relatively large tree may be 
approved for Tree P.    This would be a useful shade tree and would complement 
Dave’s plantings on the northern periphery of Fontana East. 
 
In order to put together a plan with sufficient detail for a cost estimate, the 
following table of trees is recommended.  The factors and concerns detailed 
above have been considered in the recommended list. 
 

Table I-  Tree types 
 

TREE 

 

   TREE TYPE 

A Aesculus californica, California Buckeye 

B Aesculus californica, California Buckeye 

C Aesculus californica, California Buckeye 

The tree form of Arbutus unedo,  Strawberry Tree, would be a 
good alternative to the CA Buckeye 

D Aesculus californica, California Buckeye 

E Aesculus californica, California Buckeye 

F Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

G Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

H Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

I Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

J Lagerstroemia Choctaw - Crape Myrtle 

K Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

L Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

M Ulmus parvifolia, Chinese Elm 

N Littleleaf Linden, Tilia cordata 

O Littleleaf Linden, Tilia cordata 

P  Aesculus x carnea 'Briotii' 
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Approximate Cost of the Project 

 

IF this were set-up like the OCF Contract Planting of March, 2012, the 
approximate cost would be $2,700, allowing some inflation.  It is known that 
water is available from quick-disconnects at all locations except, perhaps, where 
trees A-E are to be planted.  Irrigation access at this site has not yet been 
assessed.     
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November 10, 2012 Tree Planting 

 
On November 10, 2012, two Thundercloud Flowering Plum - Prunus 
cerasifera, were planted in J. Fontana Park.  The respective sites are 
indicated in the Google images, below: 
 

 
Fig. 1-  A memorial tree planted, and replacing, a previously removed 
dead tree. 
 

 
Fig. 2- This tree replaces a previously lost flowering plum and is part 
of the Scout Project, completed November 10, 2012 
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Update: Glowing Court Project 

 
On page 121 of the Sep 2011 Master Plan, the Glowing Court 
Plantings in T.J. Martin 1-2 were discussed.  Since that time, the 
Fortnight Lilies (Dietes bicolor), were removed by a Mormon adopt-a-
park group working with MFPA and TJMNPA volunteers and 
alternate, less-high-maintenance plants were planted.  In addition, 
two crepe myrtle (trees #19 and #20 of Table I- “Tree types for the 
April 21, 2012 Arbor Day Planting”) were introduced.  The TJMNPA 
heads this project and a schematic to update recent progress is 
presented below: 

Tower

A

A

A

57

2

4

3

4

3
3

3
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9
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Lupine 
seed

Lupine 
seed
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5

Lupine 
seed

16

amarynth

Fig. 1-  TJ1:  Oakglen Way at Glowing Ct 2012 Plantings 
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Plant list for Fig. 1- Glowing Court Plants Introduced in June 
2012 

 

1.  Erigonium umb. Polyanthum, red buckwheat 

2.  Ceanothus Joyce Coulter 

3.  cistus x purpureus 

4.  cistus x skanbergii 

5.  Crepe myrtle 

6.  Cistus creticus ssp creticus Lasithi 

7.  Ceanothus sp. 

8.  Zauschneria cana “El Tigre” 

9.  Erigonium umb. Polyanthum “Shasta Sulfur” 

10.  mimulus flemingii, red monkey flower 

11.  Salvia spathecea 

12.  CA Grey Rush, Juncus patens “Elk Blue” 

13.  Erigonum giganteum 

14.  Solanum, xanti ‘mountain pride’ purple nightshade 

15.  arctostaphylos edmundsii ‘Rosy Dawn’ manzanita 

16.  Solanum umbelliferum v incanum 'Indians Grey' 

17.  arctostaphylos ‘John Dourley’ 

18.  Galvesia speciosa, Island Snapdragon 

19.   ceanothus gloriosus v. exaltatus 'Emily Brown 

  
 

Update:  Dave Poeschel’s Project(s) in J. Fontana Park 

 

In the September 2011 Master Plan Report, pages 100-115, Dave 
Poeschel described Phase II of his planting projects in J. Fontana 
Park.  Dave is, for the most part, introducing site-specific CA native 
plants and shrubs in the most undeveloped portion of the Fontana 
park, the bare land on the north periphery.  “Site-specific” refers to 
native plants endemic to the nearby watershed(s), mainly the 
Guadalupe and Los Alamitos creeks.  The Santa Clara Valley Water 
District (SCVWD), which is steward for Golf Creek and the other 
interconnected waterways, mandates the use of site-specific plants.  
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Dave Poeschel honors this requirement through the majority of the 
area he is improving.  This section is an update of Dave’s activities.   
 
As pre-cursor to the report, it should be understood that PRNS and 
other agencies (such as the SCVWD) frequently access their projects 
via the north-periphery.  This traffic, combined with mulching activities 
(for weed abatement) has taken a toll on the new plant population.  
Dave is necessarily dealing with replacement plants as well as the 
addition of a few, filler plants. 
 
The introduction of shrubs planned for the tot-lot east to the Almaden 
Expressway in Fontana Park has been, for the most part, completed.  
MFPA obtained some large and healthy ceanothus from the Suncrest 
Wholesale Nursery and the planting was finished just as the Fall rains 
began.   Citrix Corporation helped with the planting.  Fontana Middle, 
in particular, is looking well and poised for a great spring. 
  
It should be noted that Dave Poeschel has contributed much time, 
energy, as well as personal funding, to this project and has 
propagating many of the CA native plants.  He has sought, and 
obtained, plant donations from OCF for the project; and the whole of 
this project is hand-watered and weeded mainly by Dave.  Those that 
walk the north periphery from Thorntree and the tot-lot to the 
Almaden Expressway understand how huge this area of responsibility 
is and thank Dave profusely for his efforts.  
 
Here is the planting plan for the November 2012 work: 
 

Park Landscape Planning Worksheet 

Fontana East, Phase II – REPLACEMENT and ENHANCEMENT 

 

Project Lead: Dave Poeschel 
Estimated Planting Date: November, 2012 
 
Background 

 
The areas covered by this project are the formerly “skin” areas of 
Fontana East, Fontana Middle, and the eastern portion of Fontana 
West.  Most of the area is under the transmission lines and are 
subject to PG&E vegetation restrictions.  Other areas are also subject 
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to SCVWD restrictions due to the Almaden Valley Pipeline.  Being 
near Golf Creek, some areas are subject to SCVWD creek 
maintenance requirements and all the areas are subject to the 
Watershed Protection Collaborative Guidelines and Standards for 
Land Use Near Streams. 
 
 
 
 
 
Current Situation 

 
Fontana East, Phase I commenced in the fall 2010 with the planting 
of 47 native tree seeds, seedlings, and small trees in the areas where 
PG&E did not restrict tree planting.  Fontana East, Phase II 
commenced in the fall of 2011 with the planting of 160 native shrubs 
in the PG&E restricted areas.  Many of the trees and shrubs have 
become established and are growing well.  Others, primarily shrubs, 
failed due primarily to city maintenance activities including removal of 
mulch, replacement of mulch, spraying of herbicide, and the driving of 
maintenance vehicles over plants. 
 
Restoration Plan and Resource Description 

 
The Fontana East, Phase II – Replacement and Enhancement calls 
for replacing lost plants from the initial Phase II planting, filling in a 
few thin areas with additional native shrubs and rushes, and 
reseeding wildflowers around boulders. Shrubs grown from the local 
watershed (as required) have been grown from local stock or will be 
obtained from West Coast Wilds, a nursery able to provide local 
plants.  Ceanothus specimens will be obtained from Suncrest 
Nursery.  Wildflower seed will be obtained from Larner Seeds. 
 
Watering quick connect access sites are available and working.  I will 
lead the watering effort and other members have volunteered to help 
if necessary. 
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Project Photos, Maps, and Drawings 
 
 

 
 
  Fontana West                  Fontana Middle                Fontana East 
 
 
 
Cost Estimate: See Detail Tables Below 
 
Cost Estimate: See Detail Tables 

Item Estimated Amount Actual Cost 

Plants      $348.35        $332.33 

Materials      $0        $0 

Labor      $0         $0 

Total      $348.35        $332.33 

 
Funding Sources 
Martin-Fontana Parks Association  
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Detail Plant List 
 

Plant Name Type Quantity 
   

Cost   Total 
Estimate 

Total Actual 

Native Wildflowers 
 

 CA poppy, 
Tidy tips, 

Bicolor lupine, 
Sky lupine, 

Arroyo lupine 

Seed 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

0.25 lb 
“ 
“ 
“ 
“  

Tax $7.60 
Ship $11  
    $12 
    $26 
    $21 
    $21 
    $15 $113.60 

 
 
 
 
 
 

$113.60 

Toyon Shrub 
        
         4       $6.50 $26 

4x($3.95+tx) 
= $17.06 

Coffeeberry Shrub 
         
         4       $6.50 $26 

4x($3.95+tx) 
= $17.06 

        Blue Rush 
Grass-

like 

 
19 

     $4.25 $80.75 

19 x 
($1.95+tx) 
= $40.02 

3 Ceanothus 
gloriousus v. 
exaltatus 'Emily 
Brown' 
3 Ceanothus 
maritimus 'Frosty 
Dawn'  
4 Ceanothus 
'Joyce Coulter'  

 Shrub 

 
3 (5 gal.) 
 
  3 ( 5 

gal.) 

 
  4 (1 
gal.) 

3 x $14 = 
$42 
3 x $14 = 
$42 
4 x $5 = 
$20 
 $102 

 
 
 
All 5 gal. = 
 
10 x $14.46 
= 
 
$144.59 

Black Sage “  
         
        5 

$0 (in kind 
donation) $0  

 
$0 

Bigberry 
Manzanita “ 

         
0 (1 
actual) $0 

No 
Estimate 

1 in kind 
donation = 

$0 

Blue and Valley 
Oak Tree acorn 

         
        5 

(in kind 
donation) $0 

 
$0 

Subtotal  50  $348.35      $332.33 
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Detail Material List (hardware cloth, cages, stakes, soil 
amendments, bark/mulch, rocks, etc.) 

Materials Quantity Cost 
Total 

Estimate 
Total 

Actual 

½” Caging Wire 25’  $0 (reuse) $0  Reuse $0 

Compost 
3 cu. 
yards   $0 (City) 

No 
Estimate 

           $0 

Subtotal            $0            $0 

 
 
Labor List 

Labor  Description  
Cost 

Estimate 
Actual 
Cost 

Watering and 
Maintenance: Contact 

list for 2 years of 
watering 

 Primary:  Dave Poeschel 
Backups:  Mike Thompson, 
Beth Berry                      
          

 
$0 

 
$0 

PRNS Infrastructure 
Support (irrigation 
modifications, quick 
connect couplers, etc. 

Existing 150’ garden hoses 
Existing PRNS 3/4” quick 
connect couplers, Existing 
SCVWD ½” quick connect 
couplers 

        
      $0 

 
      $0 

Other         $0   $0 

Subtotal         $0   $0 

 
1. Quarterly Funding Schedule 

 
 
 

FY  2011 Amount Date Needed 

Q1 0  

Q2                         0  

Q3 
              $348.35 Purchase of plants by 

Nov. 

Q4 $0  

Other   
 

 

Stakeholder Approvals 
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Entity  Signature 

MFPA(Linda Wilson: 
Plan approval and 

funding) 

 

PRNS (Don Zonic) 
                             OKed by previous 
planning 

PG&E (if plants under 
power lines) ? 

OKed by Chris Hughes by previous 
planning 

SCV Water District (if 
applicable) 

General plan OKed.  No approval required 
for phase II. 

 
 
 

Update: Larry Sasscer’s Project(s) in T.J. Martin Park 

 
In the September 2011 Master Plan Report, pages 84-90, Larry 
Sasscer described his planting projects for T.J. Martin Park, 1 & 2.    
Larry is also is introducing CA native plants and shrubs in the areas 
of T.J. Martin, west of the soccer fields.  Larry works with Tom Morse 
in coordinating planting activities and other park improvements in T.J. 
Martin.    The TJMNPA group uses other Mediterranean-zone plants 
(drought resistant varieties) in projects; and they are also responsible 
for selecting trees and tree-locations. A brief update of the activities 
of Larry and Tom, with the respective Google images of plant and 
tree locations is pending. 
 
Most people who walk and/or use T.J. Martin Park are aware of Larry 
Sasscer’s park improvements.  New shrubs and plants have become 
a part of the park-landscape throughout.  Between Fleet Street and 
Weimar, trees and shrubs recently planted by Larry are already 
putting on Winter, Spring and Summer display of inflorescence.  As 
Dave Poeschel does in J. Fontana Middle and West, Larry does in 
T.J. Martin, adding-in fill plants as color spots and replacing damaged 
or dying plants.  Here are a few photos of Larry putting in a plant on a 
Friday morning.  Thanks Larry for all of your efforts. 
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  Figs. 1 & 2-  Larry Sasscer caring for and planting 
   drought-resistant shrubs. 
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Plant Sponsor Year 

TJ1     

1. Erigonium umb. polyanthum, Red Buckwheat MFPA 2012 

2. Ceanothus ‘Joyce Coulter’ MFPA 2012 

3  Cistus x purpureus MFPA 2012 

4. Cistus x skanbergii MFPA 2012 

5. Crape myrtle MFPA 2012 

6. Cistus creticus ssp creticus Lasithi MFPA 2012 

7. Ceanothus sp (tall shrub) MFPA 2012 

8 Zauschneria cana ‘El Tigre’ MFPA 2012 

9. Erigonium umb. Polyanthum ‘Shasta Sulfur’ MFPA 2012 

10. Mimulus flemingii, red monkey flower MFPA 2012 

11. Salvia spathecea MFPA 2012 

12. CA Grey Rush, Juncus patens “Elk Blue” MFPA 2012 

13. Eriogonum giganteum, St. Catherine's Lace  MFPA 2012 

14. Solanum, xanti ‘mountain pride’ purple nightshade MFPA 2012 

15. Arctostaphylos edmundsii ‘Rosy Dawn’ manzanita MFPA 2012 

16. Solanum umbelliferum v incanum 'Indians Grey' MFPA 2012 

17. Arctostaphylos ‘John Dourley’ MFPA 2012 

18 Galvesia speciosa, Island Snapdragon MFPA 2012 

19 Ceanothus gloriosus v. exaltatus 'Emily Brown' MFPA 2012 

20. Arctosaphylos ‘Sunset’ MFPA 2012 

21. Ceanothus ‘Joyce Coulter’ MFPA 2011 

22. Ceanothus ‘Joyce Coulter’ MFPA 2011 

23. Baccharis pilularis, ‘Twin Peaks II’, Dwarf Coyote 

Brush MFPA 2011 
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TJ2-Plant Sponsor Year 

1. Rhamnus californica, Coffeeberry MFPA 2012 

2. Arctostaphylos uva-ursi ‘Green Supreme’ TJMPNA 2012 

3. Vitus californica (assumed, found along local stream) TJMPNA   

4. Mexican Sage and Rosa californica (assumed, found along local 

stream) and Romneya coulteri, Matilija Poppy TJMPNA 2012 

5. Rhamnus californica, Coffeeberry MFPA 2012 

6. Salvia mellifera, Black Sage MFPA 2012 

7. Salvia, ?  (pot was mislabeled, will see when it flowers) MFPA 2011 

8. Salvia Celestial Blue, Purple Sage MFPA 2012 

9. Ceanothus ‘Joyce Coulter’ MFPA 2011 

10. Ceanothus martimus ‘Valley Violet’ MFPA 2011 

11. Salvia Leucophylla ‘Figueroa’ MFPA 2011 

12. Crepe Myrtle (Cheyenne or ?) TJMPNA 2011 

13. Crepe Myrtle  (Cheyenne or ?) TJMPNA 2011 

14.  Arctostaphylus densiflorus ‘Howard Mcmin’ MFPA 2011 

15. Salvia apiana, White Sage MFPA 2011 

16. Zauschneria El Tigre or Chaparral Silver  MFPA 2011 
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17. Ceanothus ‘Joyce Coulter’ MFPA 2011 

18. Fremontodendron californicum, California Flannel Bush TJMPNA 2012 

19 Ceanothus ‘Julia Phelps’, Small Leaf Mountain Lilac MFPA 2012 

20. Rhamnus californica, Coffeeberry MFPA 2012 

21. Heteromeles arbutifolia, Toyon and Christmas Berry MFPA 2012 

22. Ceanothus ‘Concha’ TJMPNA 2011 

23. Fremontodendron californicum decumbens, Dwarf Flannel Bush MFPA 2011 

24. Arctostaphylos ‘Dr Hurd’ MFPA 2011 

25. Cistus x purpureus, Purple Rock Rose TJMPNA 2011 

26. Artemisia californica, California Sagebrush MFPA 2011 

27. Mexian Sage and Romneya coulteri, Matilija Poppy  TJMPNA 2012 

28. Malacothamnus jonesii, San Luis Obispo Bush Mallow and Jones 

Bush Mallow TJMPNA 2012 

29. Prunus illicifolia, Holly-leaf Cherry MFPA 2012 

30. Galvesia speciosa, Island Snapdragon TJMPNA 2012 

31. Ceanothus ‘Wheeler Canyon’ MFPA 2011 

32. Eriophyllum confertiflorum, Golden Yarrow and Lewisia and 

Solidago californica, Goldenrod and Erigonium umb. polyanthum 

‘Shasta Sulfur’ and Penstemon heterophyllus 'Margarita BOP' TJMPNA 2012 

33. Vitus Californica (assumed, found by local creek) TJMPNA 2011 

34. Salvia clevelandii 'Allen Chickering' TJMPNA 2012 

35. Ceanothus ‘Yankee Point’ TJMPNA 2012 

36. Salvia clevelandii 'Allen Chickering' TJMPNA 2012 
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TJ3-1: Plant Sponsor Year 

1. Ceanothus sp (transplanted seedlings from plants that 

died 3 years earlier) TJMPNA 2010 

2. Ceanothus sp (transplanted seedlings from plants that 

died 3 years earlier) TJMPNA 2010 

3. Quercus lobata, Valley Oak TJMPNA 2011 

4. Aesculus californica, Buckeye( from seed) TJMPNA 2011 

5. Aesculus californica, Buckeye (from seed) TJMPNA 2011 

6. Aesculus californica, Buckeye (from seed) TJMPNA 2011 

7. Artemisia californica, California Sagebrush MFPA 2011 

8. Baccharis pilularis, Coyote Brush MFPA 2011 

9. Ceanothus ‘Sunbird’ MFPA 2012 

10. Fremondodentron mexicanum, Southern flannel bush TJMPNA 2012 

11. Vitus Californica (assumed, found by local creek) TJMPNA 2011 

12. Salvia mellifera, Black Sage MFPA 2012 

13. Ceanothus ‘Yankee Point’ TJMPNA 2012 

14. Salvia clevelandii 'Allen Chickering' TJMPNA 2012 

15. Ceanothus ‘Yankee Point’  TJMPNA 2012 
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TJ3-2: Plant Sponsor Year 

1. Ceanothus sp (seedling transplants from tower area) TJMPNA 2010 

2. Ceanothus sp (seedling transplants from tower area) TJMPNA 2010 

3. Dendromecom larfordii, Channel Island Bush Poppy TJMPNA 2010 

4. Artemisia californica, California Sagebrush TJMPNA 2010 

5. Atriplex lentiformis ssp breweri, Brewer’s Quail 

Bush/Salt Bush TJMPNA 2010 

6. Garrya eliptica, Coast Tasselbush TJMPNA 2010 

7. Lavatera assurgentiflora, Malva Rosa and Island 

Shrub Mallow TJMPNA 2010 

8.  Ribes sangineum, Pink Flowering Currant MPFA 2011 
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9. Calycanthus occidentialis, Spice Bush TJMPNA 2010 

10. Ceanothus, Carmel Creeper MPFA 2011 

11. Ceanothus, Yankee Point  MPFA 2011 

12. Ceanothus, Carmel Creeper MPFA 2011 

13. Rosa californica (assumed, found along local stream) 

and Romneya coulteri, Matilija Poppy TJMPNA 2011 

14. Rosa californica (assumed, found along local stream) TJMPNA 2011 

15. Ribes speciosum, Fuchsia-Flowering Gooseberry TJMPNA 2010 

16. Vitus californica (assumed, found along local stream) TJMPNA 2011 

17. Mimulus (Diplicus) aurantiacus:  Sticky Monkey 

Flower TJMPNA 2011 

18. Berbens aquifolium, Oregon Grape MPFA 2011 

19. Crepe Myrtle, Cheyenne TJMPNA 2011 

20. Jerusalem Sage, non-native MPFA 2011 

21. Iris douglasiana, Douglas Iris (purple and white) TJMPNA 2011 

22. Leonotis leonurus, Lion Tail (not native) TJMPNA 2011 

23. Rosemary TJMPNA 2011 

24. Penstemon glox Sensation TJMPNA 2011 

25. Romneya coulteri, Matilija Poppy TJMPNA 2011 

26. Amarynth, Naked Ladies TJMPNA 2011 

27. Russian Sage, non-native  TJMPNA 2011 

28. Jerusalem Sage, non-native TJMPNA 2011 

29. Ribes sangineum, Pink Flowering Currant MFPA 2011 

30. Ceanothus rigidus ‘Snowball’ MFPA 2011 

31.  Rosa californica (assumed, found along local 

stream) and Romneya coulteri, Matilija Poppy TJMPNA 2011 

32. Cistus x purpureus, Rock Rose (non-native) TJMPNA 2011 

33. Eriogumun latifolium, Coast Buckwheat MFPA 2011 

34. Salvia ‘Dara’s Choice’ MFPA 2011 

35.  Salvia 'Pozo Blue' MFPA 2011 

36. Arctostaphylos pajaroensis 'Warren Roberts’  MFPA 2011 

37. Erigonium grande var rubescens, red buckwheat MFPA 2012 

38. Arctostaphylos sp MFPA 2011 

39.  Salvia clevelandii 'Allen Chickering' TJMPNA 2012 

40.  Salvia apiana, White Sage MFPA 2012 

41. Arctostaphylos edmundsii 'Rosy Dawn’ MFPA 2011 

42. Solanum, xanti ‘mountain pride’ purple nightshade MFPA 2012 

43. Erigonium umb. Polyanthum ‘Shasta Sulfur’ MFPA 2012 

44. Zauschneria cana 'El Tigre' MFPA 2012 

45. Salvia spathecea, Hummingbird Sage MFPA 2012 

46, Luncus patens 'Elk Blue’, CA Grey Rush MFPA 2012 

47. Ribes aureum gracillimum, Golden Currant TJMPNA 2012 
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48. Solanum umbelliferum v incanum 'Indians Grey' MFPA 2012 

49. Ceanothus ‘Yankee Point’ TJMPNA 2011 

50. Arctostaphylos pajaroensis 'Warren Roberts’ MFPA 2012 

51. Baccharis pilularis, ‘Twin Peaks II’, Dwarf Coyote 

Brush MFPA 2012 

52.  Ceanothus sp (seedling transplants from tower area) TJMPNA 2010 

53. Crape Myrtle TJMPNA 2011 

54. Crape Myrtle TJMPNA 2011 

55. Crape Myrtle TJMPNA 2011 

56. Ceanothus gloriosus v. exaltatus 'Emily Brown' MFPA 2012 

57. Magenta Rockrose 'sunset' cistus x pulverulentus 

sunset TJMPNA 2011 

58.  Galvesia speciosa, Island Snapdragon MFPA 2012 

59. Salvia Celestial Blue, Purple Sage MFPA 2012 

60. Amarynth, Naked Ladies TJMPNA 2011 

 

This reflects a ton of work!  Thanks to Larry Sasscer and Tom Morse. 
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Planting Spring Wildflowers in J. Fontana Park 
 
It was the idea of David Poeschel of MFPA to scatter CA native wildflower seeds 
in Jeffrey Fontana Park, next to rocks and boulders to give a welcome color-spot 
each spring.   This project was implemented in winter 2011; and this winter 
(2013) David has expanded the program to include the two concrete park name 
signs because of their high visibility and strategic importance.  Attached are two 
Google images with these locations marked.  David Poeschel will be responsible 
for weeding these areas and cleaning up the dead plants in the late summer. 
 

 
Fig. 1- Showing CA native wildflower color-spots in J. Fontana, east 
from Meridian to the curve in Thorntree Drive 
 

 
Fig. 2-  Wildflower color-spots near Thorntree and McAbee 
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Implementation of Native Plant Island C (NPI-C) Nov ’12 
 

One of the primary areas for Restoration of the Fontana park is near 
Golden Oaks and Meridian Avenue, across from Vince Piazzis’ home.  
This area has the greatest concentration of trees removed by PG&E 
to date.  The following plan is an extension of efforts already 
underway.  Native Plant Island A (see Fig. 1) was installed in October 
2011.  This is proposal/plan for Native Plant Island C, an attempt to 
blend the existing tree-landscape pattern with an additional shrub 
component to beautify this area and to demonstrate to residents how 
shrubs can effectively be used to improve/restore the park.  Native 
Plant Island C will consist of mostly California Native Plants and 
Shrubs. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1- A view of the subject area of J. Fontana West.   
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Figure 1 shows the three, planned Native Plant Islands (NPI), A, B 
and C.  NPI-A was installed in Oct ’11.  NPI-B has been dropped as 
replacement trees have been planted there in April 2012.  NPI-C is 
envisioned to replace a clump of volunteer oak trees currently 
occupying the location.  These trees, directly under the central PG&E 
Transmission 250KV cable, are not in compliance with PG&E 
vegetation control practices and must one day be removed.  Our plan 
is to remove these volunteer trees, utilize the existing boulders in this 
area, and plant CA native shrubs and plants, consistent with PRNS 
requirements.  Here is the basic concept for NPI-C.  
 
 

 
Table:  Key to plant type and number required 
 
1   Forestiera neomexicana, Desert 

Olive 
   3 ea. 

2  Arctostaphylos 'Sunset' Manzanita   2 ea. 

3  Chilopsis linearis, Desert Willow    1 ea. 

4  Arctostaphylos densiflora, 'Howard  
McMinn'  

 1 ea. 

5  Eriogonum fasciculatum 'Theodore 
Payne' 

  3 ea. 
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6  Eriogonum umb. Polyanthum 
'Shasta Sulfur', Yellow Buckwheat 

  3 ea. 

7  Eriogonum arborescens, Santa 
Cruz Island Buckwheat 

 3 ea. 

8  Cistus purpureus    1 ea. 

9  Muhtenbergia rigens, Deer Grass  3 ea. 

10  Ceanothus maritimus ‘Valley Violet’   1 ea. 

11  Ceanothus ‘Concha’   1 ea. 

12  Ceanothus 'Joan Mirov'   1 ea. 

13  Arctostaphylos densiflora, Sentinel 
Manzanita 

  1 ea. 

14  Ceanothus thyrsiflorus ‘Snow 
Flurry’ 

  1 ea. 

15  Ceanothus 'Frosty Blue'   1 ea. 

16 
 

 Ceanothus griseus horizontalis 
‘Yankee Point’ 

  1 ea. 

17  Penstomon heterophyllus, ‘Blue 
Springs’  

  3 ea. 

18  Berberis nevinii, Nevin's Barberry   1, ea.  

19  Mimulus puniceus, Red Monkey 
Flower 

 3 ea. 

20  Baccharis pilularis, ‘Twin Peaks II’   3 ea. 

 

      Already Have These Plants  

Plants larger than a one-gallon are keyed by the color, Yellow. 
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Plant List for Native Plant Island C in J. Fontana Park (West) 

As of December 2012 

 

Botanical Name     Common 

  

 Arctostaphylos ‘Rosy Dawn’, Rosy Dawn Manzanita 

 Arctostaphylos densiflora, 'Howard  McMinn' , H. McMinn  Manzanita 

 Arctostaphylos densiflora ’Sentinel’ , Sentinel Manzanita 

 Arctostaphylos 'Sunset', Sunset Manzanita 

 Baccharis pilularis, ‘Twin Peaks II’, Prostrate Coyote Bush 

 Berberis nevinii, Nevin's Barberry 

 Ceanothus ‘Concha’, Wild Lilac 

 Ceanothus 'Frosty Blue', Blue Wild Lilac 

 Ceanothus griseus horizontalis ‘Yankee Point’, Creeping Wild Lilac 

 Ceanothus 'Joan Mirov', Wild Lilac 

 Ceanothus maritimus ‘Frosty Dawn’, Creeping Mountain Lilac 

 Ceanothus thyrsiflorus ‘Snow Flurry’, White inflorescence, Wild Lilac 

 Chilopsis linearis , Desert Willow 

 Cistus ‘Victor Reiter’ , Pink Rockrose (Native to Mediterranean) 

 Eriogonum arborescens, Santa Cruz Island Buckwheat 

 Eriogonum fasciculatum 'Theodore Payne', Buckwheat ‘T. Payne’ 

 Eriogonum umb. Polyanthum 'Shasta Sulfur', Yellow Buckwheat 

 Forestiera neomexicana , Desert Olive 

 Mimulus puniceus, , Red Monkey Flower 

 Muhtenbergia rigens, Deer Grass 

 Penstomon heterophyllus, ‘Blue Springs’ , Penstomon 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Initial Projected Cost vs. the Actual to Implement Island NPI-C 

(a lesson learned) 

 

The plan for NPI-C was envisioned sometime near the close of 2011.  An original cost 

estimate was submitted to the MFPA board.  Two significant cost items were: the need 

for rental and operation of a skip-loader to grade the island and the cost of garden soil (35 

yards) and wood chips (12 yards) complete the project.  The project was too expensive 

for MFPA to self-promote.  PRNS saved the day by providing the skip-loader and driver 

to form the island; and by providing some of the raw materials (such as wood chips and 

mulch). 

This experience demonstrated how park improvements are only possible if all the 

principle parties cooperate and work together to realize projects.  MFPA sincerely thanks 

Michael Brown, Mollie Tobias and Peggy Brown of PRNS: without their direct 

involvement, NPI-C could never have been realized. 
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Original Cost Analysis:  

January 24, 2012 Pizzo 

 

Cost Estimate: See Detail Tables* 

                                     Forgot tree remove 

Item Amount ($)  

Plants 188  

Materials 1,321  

Labor 700 900 

Incidentals (10%) 225  

Total $2,434 2,634 adjusted 

 

 

Quarterly Funding Schedule 

FY  2012 Amount Task 

Q1 $200 Remove Existing Trees 

Q2   

Q3 $700 Contour and Grade area 

Q4 $xxx Plants, mulch, fencing 

Other   

 

 

 

Stakeholder Approvals 

Entity  Signature 

MFPA(Linda Wilson: Plan 

approval and funding) 

Board denied funding 

Projected cost too expensive 

Revise! 

PRNS (Don Zonic) 

Okayed in walk-thru conversation in January 

2011 (Zonic, Walton, and Neves) 

PG&E (Chris Hughes) 

Chris okayed the project concept 

In October 2011 

SCV Water District (if 

applicable) 

Not applicable to this project 

 

Detail Material List (hardware cloth, cages, stakes, soil amendments, bark/mulch, rocks, 

etc.) 

 

Materials Quantity Cost ($) Total ($) 

Wire Fencing  4 roll  52 228 

Stakes for fencing 42 3.74 172 

Soil Amendment 20 yards 42 840 

Mulch/Bark 18 bags 4.50 81 

Rental Equipment  $350 $350 

Subtotal   $1671 
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Detail Material List (hardware cloth, cages, stakes, soil amendments, bark/mulch, rocks, 

etc.) 

 

 

Labor List 

Labor  Description  Cost 

Grading Grade the 86 foot by 23-foot Lens Shaped area 350 

# of Volunteer planters 08 0 

OCF support No 0 

Watering and Maintenance: 

Contact list for 2 years of 

watering 

Pat Pizzo and watering volunteers 

from other resident stakeholders 

 

0 

PRNS Infrastructure Support 

(irrigation modifications, 

quick connect couplers, etc. 

N/A 0 

Other   

Subtotal  $350 

 

All costs shown are retail costs, except where specifically indicated.  It is assumed that 

the MFPA will qualify for plants purchased from Suncrest Wholesale Nursery, 

Watsonville. 

 

Please note, this project will be completed in 2012.  The first phase will be done in Q1, 

2012.  The second phase will be in Q3, 2012 to complete creating the mound and 

contouring the soil. In Q4 of 2012, the CA Native Plant Island C will be fully 

implemented (October 2012).  

 

Cost Re-estimate on the basis of Conversation with Ben Davidson, outside grading-

contractor: 

 

Per Phone Call with Ben Davidson on January 20, 2012, the project cost was re-

evaluated.   The changes will affect three costs.... tree-removal, grading, equipment 

rental.  Here is the content of the 1/20 discussion: 

 

A Bobcat will not be sufficient.  A Landscape Loader or Skip loader will be required.  

The cost is as follows: 

 

$240 per day equipment rental, up to three days (could be less) 

$135 to drop-off and $135 to pick-up and $80 for gas 

$40 for Ben Davidson’s time at a projected 20 hours 

 

240 + 240 + 240 + 135 + 135 + 80 + 800 = $1900 

The total projected cost to create the mound, equipment and labor, goes from $900 to 

$1,900! 
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The time estimate to create the mound, assuming the garden soil amendment is on-site 

would be about 20 hours: 

 

3-hours to remove and replace boulders 

3-hours to remove trees and pull up roots 

3-hours to rip the soil 

4-hours to mix the mulch and existing dirt 

4-hours to contour the area 

3-hours buffer (equipment issues, if soil real compacted and rocky, as is most of this 

park) 

______ 

 

Revised Cost Estimate, after Ben Davidson input: 

 

     Previous   Revised 

Item Amount ($)  

Plants 188 188 

Materials 1,321 1,321 

Labor & Rent 900 1,900 

Incidentals (10%) 225 340 

Total $2,634 $3,749 

A Difference of + $1,125 

 

It was apparent that the cost to implement NPI-C was too much for MFPA to bear.  The 

only way in which this project was able to go forward was that PRNS provided the Skip 

Loader and the required driver!   

 

Now let us consider the actual cost of the NPI-C project: 

 

Summary:  Total Cost of NPI-C Installation 

 

$1,109.56   for the 30 yards of Garden Soil, Evergreen Supply 

     $72.04   three Desert Olive Trees from East Bay Wilds 

   $370.94   two five-gallon retail plants and fencing supplies 

   $316.00   wholesale plant purchase 

   $134.31   extraneous supplies 

 

$2002.85 Total 

 

Thanks to PRNS and the City of San Jose, a cost savings to MFPA of $1,746 was 

possible.  It would have been impossible for MFPA to implement NPI-C without this in-

kind support. 
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Scout Project, West McAbee Entry to J. Fontana Park 

 
In January, 2012, Linda Wilson and Pat Pizzo attended a meeting of 
Boy Scout Troup 262 in San Jose.  The purpose of the meeting was 
to explore the possibility of putting together a Boy Scout project to 
improve the landscape on the west-side of McAbee Road at the east-
entry to J. Fontana Park (middle).  Explorer scout, Andrew 
Oberhelman, stepped forward and began to plan a drought-resistant 
landscape for the existing, bare-ground site.  The site is represented 
in Fig. 1, below: 
 

 
Fig. 1- Scout project site at McAbee Road 
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There was an irrigation system present, but inoperable, at the site.  It 
became necessary to repair the system to make the project possible.  
The project is approximately 170 foot wide and about 30 foot deep (at 
the center).  It would be too demanding to routinely hand water to 
establish the plants.  It takes about 3-years to establish shrubs and 
trees, even drought resistant varieties.  It was decided to repair the 
irrigation system.  PRNS (Louie Anaya) was the lead on the irrigation 
project.  The irrigation system is depicted in Fig. 2, below. The red-
arrows in Fig. 2 indicate where most of the repair/replace was 
required.  Instillation of a utility box in that area was the likely source 
of damage to the irrigation system. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 2- Irrigation lines serving the Scout Project Site at McAbee Rd.  
 
This discussion of the irrigation aspect of the Scout Project is 
included as it is increasingly clear that the hardest aspect of 
implementing MFPA improvement projects has become the watering 
requirement to establish the plants.  Hand watering requires 
dedicated volunteers.  Just replacing trees has over-extended the 
pool of local volunteers.  OCF requires an up-front commitment of 
three years for each tree; and MFPA is currently supporting over 125 
new trees!   
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The new landscape west of McAbee is another example of the 
cooperation between PRNS and MFPA to improve our parks.  Not 
only did PRNS work to repair the existing irrigation system, they 
provided the garden soil amendment and wood-mulch necessary to 
complete the project.  Here is the project plan submitted by Andrew 
Oberhelman.  It is included to serve as a model for subsequent 
projects, coordinated by individuals or groups working with MFPA and 
intending to improve our parks. 
 
Date: September 3, 2012 
Project Name: Eagle Scout Project at McAbee Rd. 
Project Lead: Andrew Oberhelman  
Estimated Planting Date: November 2012  
 

 1. Background 

 
At the east side of the McAbee Road entrance to Jeffery Fontana 
Memorial Park is a barren area with an oak tree and some weeds. I 
am proposing a project to beautify and clean up that area. This will be 
achieved by planting drought-tolerant, low maintenance California 
native plants.  Also under consideration is the idea to add two more 
flowering plum trees to the existing five along the outer edge of the 
beautification area between the fence and the side-walk.  
 

 2. Current Situation  

 
Today, the site has only one oak tree and five flowering plum trees. 
There is a gap between the plum trees that is very unbalancing. The 
ground is uneven and rock filled. There is a watering system in the 
form of sprinklers but some of the sprinkler heads are buried under 
the uneven ground and it is currently not operational. This irrigation 
system is going to be changed to an automatic drip system, thus 
providing water to only the drought resistant plant and minimizing 
weed growth. After the about three years the plants will have 
established themselves and no longer require the drip system. The 
existing oak tree needs to be trimmed. Currently there is one 
electrical utility box on site near the oak tree. 
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 3. Plan and Resource description 

  
The plants that will be introduced into the subject area are California 
native and drought-resistant. We expect to purchase our plants from 
Suncrest Wholesale Nursery.  The holes will be dug by use of a 
mechanical auger, available within the Park, Recreation & 
Neighborhood Services (PRNS). That same group will also provide 
the 2 cubic yards of gardening soil and 8 cubic yards of wood chips.  
We will also request a USA survey before digging. The sprinklers will 
be made operational by PRNS. Planting will be done in November. I 
will record all volunteer workers hours.  
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4. Process 

 
1. Gather Materials 

h. Plants. 
i. 2 cubic yards of garden soil. 
j. 8 cubic yards of woodchips. 
k. Tools. 

2. Check sprinkler system 
a. Convert sprinkler system to drip. 
b. Make sure there is adequate coverage. 
c. Set up a timer to deliver 1-1/2 gallons of water to each 

plant, once per week. 
3. Prep the Area 

d. Rake loose stones and debris away. 
e. Trim oak tree for greater ground to canopy clearance.  
f. Mark spots for plantings. 
g. Check with City for any digging issues. 
h. Request USA to survey the area  
i. Mark out the work area 

 
4. Planting 

a. Dig the holes for the plants and the “Prunus cerasifera” 
trees. 

b. Bring plants to site the day before and store them in the 
enclosed area. 

c. Mix in garden soil with dirt from holes then plant and fill 
in the hole with the mix. 

d. Rake any loose dirt around until ground is even. 
e. Spread emergent treatment in non planted areas. 
f. Spread wood chips evenly. 

5. Clean up 
a. Water plants by hand. 
b. Clean up any trash.  

6. Baby sitting 
a. Water three times a week for the first two weeks. Make 

sure there is a quick connect available and functional for 
watering 

b. Check the plants to see how they are doing, and report 
to MFPA representative if there are problems. 

c. Boy Scout troop 262 will monitor the plants conditions 
and do routine weeding from November 2012 through 
November 2014. 
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Project photos, maps, and drawings 
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 6. Cost Estimate: 

 
Date: Planting planed for November 10, 2012 
Project Name: Eagle Scout Project at McAbee Rd. 
Project Lead: Andrew Oberhelman, Troop 262 
 
Estimated Plant prices table: 

Plant # of plants   price per 
unit $ 

Total $ size 

[Arctostaphylos hookeri 'Buxifolia' (7) and 
Arctostaphylos 'Carmel Surs' (8)] (B) 

15 4.1 61.5 1 gal 

Baccharis pilularis 'Twin Peaks' ( E ) 4 4.1 16.4 1 gal 

Salvia 'Bees Bliss' (D) 2 4.1 8.2 1 gal 

Arctostaphylos 'Sunset Manzianita' (C ) 9 14 126 5 gal 

Cistus 'purpureus' (A) 6 14 84 5 gal 

Prunus cerasifera (purple tree mark) 2 60 120 12 gal 

Total $   416.1  

plus 9% sales tax   453.54  

 
Cost estimate  

Item Estimated amount Actual amount 

Plants $453.54  

Materials Donated  

Labor Volunteer  

Total $453.54  

 
Funding sources 
Martin-Fontana Parks Association 
Fundraising and donations 
 
Current funds from fundraising: $195 (as of September 05, 2012) 
 
Material list 

Material Quantity  cost Total 
estimate 

Total actual  

Wood chips 8 cubic yards $0 $0  

Garden soil 2 cubic yards $0 $0  

Subtotal    $0  
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Labor list 

Labor Description  Cost estimate  Cost total 

Prep work Clean the area up 
and get ready for 
planting, mark 
digging sites. 
Scouts and 
volunteers 

$0  

Planting Mixing soil, 
planting, raking out 
wood chips 
Scouts and 
volunteers 

$0  

Watering Watering plants for 
two weeks 3 times 
a week. Scouts 

$0  

Digging Holes Done by PRNS 
group 
 

$0 (possibly $350 
for equipment 
rental) 

 

 
6. Quarterly Funding Schedule  

 
 

FY 2012 Amount Date Needed 

Q1 $0  

Q2 $0  

Q3 $0  

Q4 $453.54 By November 2012 

other $0  

 
7. Stakeholder Approvals 

 

Entity Signature  

MFPA (Linda Wilson: Plan 
approval and funding) 

Signed the Scout contract form in 
November 2012 

PRNS E-mail agreement Sept-Nov, 2012 

PG&E (if plants under power lines) Approved by Joseph Stewart on Park 
walkthrough in Oct, 2012 

SCV Water District (if applicable)  N/A 
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The completion of the project is reported on our MFPA web pages at: 
 
http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/2012/11/10/andrew-
oberhelmans-eagle-scout-project-completed/ 
 
A wonderful article about Andrew’s project was reported in the 
Almaden Times: 
 
Almaden Times, Nov. 30-Dec. 13, Volume 26, Number 24. 
“An Eagle Scout spreads his wings” 
 
Here is a photo of the completed project: 
 

 
Fig. 5- The Completed Project (some fill-plants were planted in 
December, 2012) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/2012/11/10/andrew-oberhelmans-eagle-scout-project-completed/
http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/2012/11/10/andrew-oberhelmans-eagle-scout-project-completed/
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Here is a plant-list for the Scout Project: 
 

Andrew's Project Plant List, McAbee, East Side Garden 

 

     Botanical Name    Common Name 

   

Arctostaphylos 'Sunset 
Manzanita' 

 Sunset Manzanita 

Arctostaphylos edmuindsii ‘Rosy 
Dawn’ 

 Rosy Dawn Manzanita 

Arctostaphylos edmundsii 
'Carmel Surs' 

 Carmel Surs Manzanita 

Baccharis pilularis 'Twin Peaks'  Prostrate Coyote Brush 

Ceanothus ‘Dark Star’  Mountain lilac 'Dark Star' 

Ceanothus griseus horizontalis 
'Yankee Point' 

 Creeping Ceanothus 

Ceanothus 'Joyce Coulter’  Blue Mountain Lilac 

Cistus 'purpureus'  Orchid Rockrose 

Salvia 'Bees Bliss'  Bees Bliss Sage 

Salvia 'Dancing Dolls'  Dancing Dolls Sage 

Tagetes lemmonii   Mexican marigold 
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Information for Photo-board at Scout Project Site  

 
With the many projects that MFPA has put forward, signage has been 
considered as a means to provide information about the various 
projects, trees and plants incorporated; and there is an issue before 
the Board as to whether or not MFPA has adopted more signage than 
is required.  People and groups that have contributed to various 
projects do deserve some acknowledgement.  However, these are 
public parks and signage can be a source of ‘unwelcome clutter’.  
 
In the creation of NPI-A and NPI-C, small-sized, plant labels have 
been used to indicate plant type and botanical name.  This appears to 
be popular with park-users.  However, in the case of the scout 
project, one would have to enter the project from McAbee Road to 
read similar signage. An alternative approach would have to be used.  
 
In the planning stages for the Scout project two aspects of ‘signage’ 
were considered:  educational signage to indicate plant type and 
location; and signage to acknowledge contributors to the project.  
This section offers one plan for appropriate signage.  It also 
documents the various plants in the scout project and where they are 
located. 
 
Instead of labels at the Scout Project to identify plants, we suggest a 
single, photo-board placed along the sidewalk that curves with the 
boundary fence on the east-side of McAbee.  The board will have a 
sketch of the project area and will provide one photo of each of the 
major plants in the project.  Here are the required photos and the 
plot-sketch.  These have been downloaded from the web: permission 
for use in this educational application is not required.  The information 
provided is only an information-base for the creation of appropriate 
signage. 
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Plants of Andrew Oberhelman’s McAbee Road Project 
 
A-Arctostaphylos 'Sunset Manzanita'; mounding shrub with shiny 
green leaves that are bright copper when young and has new stems 
covered with fine white hairs.   
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B- Arctostaphylos edmuindsii ‘Rosy Dawn’; A low, compact form of 
the Little Sur Manzanita. 'Rosy Dawn' has smallish gray green leaves 
with red to pink new growth. At maturity it is about 1' high by 6' wide. 
 

 
 
 
C- Arctostaphylos edmundsii 'Carmel Sur'; is a flat evergreen shrub 
(arches to 3 inches high in middle), with light green leaves.  Growing 
in the project with manzanita ‘Rosy Dawn’. 
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D- Baccharis pilularis 'Twin Peaks'; One of the fastest, toughest, 
densest evergreen native large scale ground covers. Grows easily to 
8 ft. wide and 2 - 3 ft. tall. 
 

 
 
 
E- Ceanothus ‘Dark Star’; A compact shrub growing to about 5 feet 
tall by 8 feet wide. composed of small, rough-textured dark green 
leaves and dark cobalt-blue flower clusters that appear in Spring. 
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F- Ceanothus griseus horizontalis 'Yankee Point'; A fast growing 
groundcover growing 2 to 3 feet tall with a 10 to 12 foot spread. 
 

 
 
G- Ceanothus 'Joyce Coulter’; A fast growing, mounding evergreen 
shrub with arching branches growing 2 to 3 feet tall by about 8 feet 
wide. It has small, medium dark green leaves and medium blue 
flower clusters that appear in late spring. 
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H- Cistus 'purpureus'; Neat, compact shrub with showy rose-purple 
blooms with maroon spots.  Drought tolerant but not native to 
California 
 

 
 
I- Salvia 'Bees Bliss'; This low-growing Sage is a showy plant for a 
bank cover or the front of a bed. Gray foliage reaches 2 feet tall and 
spreads 6-8 feet, forming a broad mound. 
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J- Salvia 'Dancing Dolls'  An interesting and easy-to-grow, deer-
resistant Salvia microphylla x greggii hybrid, Salvia 'Dancing Dolls'. 
 

 
 
 
K- Tagetes lemmonii, Mexican Marigold; A bushy evergreen shrub 
that emits a strong fragrance from the finely divided foliage when 
rubbed or brushed against. Orange-yellow flowers in fall-winter with 
off bloom in other seasons 
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The reference sketch for the current planting (as of Dec 31, 2012) is 
shown below: 
 

 
 
As an example, this die-cut sign by Moso Graphics seems very 
reasonable: an 17 by 22 inch sign would cost about $65.  It would be 
‘waterproof’. 
 
http://www.mosographics.com/gallery/v/durable/Dibond_Ferns.jpg.html 

http://www.mosographics.com/gallery/v/durable/Dibond_Ferns.jpg.html
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Plan to Sequentially Introduce NP-Islands in Fontana 
West   

 
There has been discussion of introducing Native Plant Islands in the 
open area, between the Heritage Oak Trees in J. Fontana West.  This 
is a plan for the introduction of sequential, integrated NPI Islands in 
this area.  In this way, native-plant islands may be introduced as 
packaged, and independently funded projects, and yet would serve to 
create a natural looking Native Plant and Wildlife habitat 
 
It should be noted that the dirt in this area is very difficult to work, wet 
or day; and that the area does not uniformly drain.  Additionally, it is 
at the periphery of the Villas of Almaden development so there is a 
short distance between the proposed garden and the homes.  
Potential noise issues should be factored.  One will have to balance 
the costs (increase in background noise) with the benefits (increased 
wildlife habitat, enhanced landscape, weed abatement, educational 
tool, as example).  The neighboring Villas residents should review 
any plan for this area. 
 

Background 

 
In a walkthrough in 2011, MFPA, PRNS, PG&E representatives and 
others considered development of this area.  Chris Hughes, who was 
then the PG&E contact person suggested putting in monoculture, 
native plant islands as an educational tool for young children.  Linda 
Wilson, MFPA President, then passed the idea on to neighboring 
schools and schoolteachers; to use this proposed educational garden 
as a visit by K-5 school children.  There was much enthusiasm for the 
project. 
 
In a winter of 1012 walkthrough with the new lead for PG&E, Joseph 
Stewart, PG&E funding of this type of project was stated to be within 
the realm of possibilities.  However, Mike Kalashian brought up the 
potential noise pollution issue.  Whether this area would be for school 
visits or not, the following plan will provide a means to incrementally 
develop the area.  The area is particularly suited for CA native plant 
projects. 
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Overview 

 
The plan basically is to prepare the soil in a patterned area to ‘accept’ 
future, sequentially introduced CA Native Plant Islands.   It is 
recommended that this at one-time so that the required front-loader 
would only have to make one visit to the park.  After integrating 
garden soil (approximately 35 yards) into dished-out areas, the loader 
would flat-grade the whole area.  The location of individual dished-out 
areas will need to be carefully recorded. 
 
Assume for the moment that there are a total of seven native plant 
islands and that it would require $400 to create one NPI.  By 
packaging the islands separately, one can more easily seek funding 
and implement each island.  It may take three years to complete the 7 
islands; but the area would represent an integrated plan.  Individuals 
or groups (perhaps an Eagle Scout Project) might readily consider a 
$400 (as example) donation if credited with an appropriate marker or 
sign. 
 

Project Implementation:  

 
The first step would be to layout the seven (for example) islands: 
shape and location.  Then a load of 35 yards of garden soil (1/3 
organic content) should be delivered to the site.  A front loader would 
then ‘dish-out’ soil at each location, removing the native dirt to a 
central pile.  Then the loader would mix the garden soil and dirt and 
then return it to each of the seven dished-out areas.  The depth of 
each dish would be around 2-1/2 to 3 feet and contoured to 0-inches 
at the edge.  To complete this phase-I, the front-loader would then 
grade the area flat, but with a slight drain to the peripheries.   
 
The second step of the project would be to install a central drip 
system off of the main, and convenient to the array of NPI’s.  All could 
operate off of one valve and timer.  Only the central unit would be 
installed at this time, but with delivery lines to each of the seven 
islands. These lines would be ‘plugged’ until required.  A duplicate 
line would be laid to each island in case the first line becomes 
inoperable or damaged beyond repair.  There is a nearby QC; so the 
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park-main is convenient to the area.  A QC by the islands would be 
for supplemental water would be required. 
 
The third step would be to market the islands, in a manner such that 
MFPA could support and provide the required labor to install each 
island.  This would be sequential and may take three years to fully 
implement the plan. 
 
Once the required funding is obtained, the project plan can be 
defined and implemented. 
 
In the following paragraph is the definition of one NPI. 
 

What is a Native Plant Island (NPI)? 

 
An individual NPI is defined as follows: 
 
One island would be kidney-shaped and be approximately 80 square 
feet in area.  Nine-inch diameter straw waddle, approximately 30 foot 
long, would be used to form the island at one of the pre-prepared 
sites.  The waddle would be staked with wooden stakes.  Then 2 
yards of garden soil would be used to ‘fill’ the area and plant the 
subject plants.  See the images herein for further definition. 
 

What is the planting scheme? 

 
Monoculture islands are recommended to maximize the benefit to 
birds, butterflies, bees and other insects in the area.  This will 
increase the educational opportunities if the K-5 student field-trip 
strategy is the focus.  What I mean by a monoculture is various CA 
native plant groups.  The following should be considered (as 
example): 
 
Sages/Salvias 
Buckwheat 
Penstemon 
Native Herbs 
Incredible Edibles 
Wildflowers 
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Monkey Flowers (Diplacus only) 
Meadow Grasses 
Currents and Gooseberries 
Ground Covers 
 
The ‘look’ of the island may feature, for example, native herbs; but 
the center of the island may have a few shrubs, such as ceanothus, 
and/or manzanita for balance.  It is up to the NPI designer. 
 

Projected Costs: 

 
Phase I-  Create base islands with appropriate soil mix 
 
The two major expenses are (1) the ground preparation and grading 
and (2) the installation of the irrigation system.  Here we will consider 
the creation of base islands.  There is the possibility of PRNS using 
their ‘central services’ to provide the front-loader and a driver to 
prepare the soil-mix; and to ‘dish-out’ the various depressions to 
define the islands. If PRNS were to do this and provide the 35-yards 
of garden soil, there would be no cost to MFPA.  I mention this based 
on our experience with the creation of NPI-C completed in November 
2012.  This may be explored through Mollie Tobias. 
 
Let’s however assume that MFPA would assume all costs.  The cost 
of 35 yards of soil (tax and delivery) would be approximately $1,420 
(assuming discount to the City for use in a park).  It would cost about 
$3,000 to rent a front-loader and driver to perform the required work.  
Thus, if PRNS were not a partner, Phase I costs would be $4,420 to 
prepare 7 base islands.  If PRNS would perform the contouring, then 
the cost of Phase I would be $1,420. 
 
Phase II- Installation of an irrigation system 
 
The cost of installing an irrigation system too is dependent on the 
involvement or non-involvement of PRNS.  Remember, for the Scout 
Project at McAbee, the PRNS made an existing system functional; 
and installed a timer/control.   Also an existing QC is right near the 
project.   In the instance of the proposed NPI’s, a QC convenient to 
the site, does not exist.  There is one by the Heritage Tree Plaque; 
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however, this is too far removed necessitating hand watering with a 
150-foot hose.  It will be difficult to find a dedicated volunteer. 
 
Let’s assume that installation of an irrigation system would be done 
as a collaboration between PRNS and MFPA.  A cost to MFPA of 
$2,000 would seem a reasonable approximation. 
 
Cost to plant 12 California Native Plants to establish one NPI 
 
Two yards of garden soil -      $80 
10 ea, one gallon plants -     $44 
2 ea, five gallon plants -      $30 
25 foot length 9-inch diameter Straw Waddle -  $25 
Wooden Stakes       $10 
3-bags of wood chips      $30 
Total        ~$220  
 
Assuming PRNS would provide the front-loader and driver, MFPA 
would provide the garden soil,  PRNS and MFPA would collaborate 
on the irrigation system installation, the cost per island would be: 
 
$1,420/7 + $2,000/7 + $220 = $710 
 
 
 
 
 
Three-year plant establishment 
 
It must be recognized that some degree of personal attention will 
have to be given the watering and weeding of the subject, 7-island 
installation.  A drip system will provide a base level of water.  
However occasional hand watering, hand-pruning and weeding will 
be required.  It is possible that a school-based volunteer group may 
agree to do this; it may be a possible scout project, and/or an 
Almaden garden club activity.   But assuming MFPA needs a cost 
factor, the figure of the watering contract with OCF may be used as a 
reasonable indicator:  $2,400 over three years.  This would bring the 
3-year cost, per island to $1,050 per island. 
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Cost Summary 
 
 It would cost MFPA as much as $1,050 per island to create and 
maintain and island for three years.  This would be a reasonable 
estimate for funding a single island in the 7-island array.  Educational 
signage is not included in this estimate. 
 
Supportive Sketches and Images 
 

 
Fig. 1-  Use of Waddle to define a plant bed 
 
 

 
Fig. 2- Ways to ‘pin and hold’ the waddle 
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Fig. 3- White-bounded area for 7-island installation 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 4- Island base preparation 
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Fig. 5- Seven Island Array with one additional QC and one Drip-
Irrigation Valve and Control (Central Drip Distribution head at each 
island) 
 
The above plan is one way to package individual planting projects 
that, when done sequentially, would result in developed park-
landscape, an improvement to our parks.   It is only a proposal and 
other means to accomplish this should be considered. 
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Completion and Routine Maintenance of the J. Fontana 
Memorial Garden at McAbee West 

 
On page 64 of the September 2011 Master Plan Report the creation 
of the J. Fontana Memorial Garden on the west-side of McAbee Road 
was introduced.  The theme is a red-white-blue flowering summer 
display in memory of the fallen officer, Jeffrey Fontana.  The red and 
white flowering plants dominate the display; the blue flowering 
ceanothus shrubs have died from over-watering.  The water 
appropriate for the roses is too much for these native plants.  Thus, 
the project is only 2/3 complete.  
 
A Mr. James Miller (Realtor and member of the South Hills 
Community Church) was involved in the creation of the Memorial 
Garden at McAbee, west-side of the McAbee; and Matt Lepow, owner 
of the Almaden Valley Nursery, consulted on the display.  The South 
Hills Church did not commit to follow-up maintenance on the project.  
MFPA has filled the gap.  However, a more permanent solution to 
steward this project needs to be found. 
 
Two aspects of the project require routine attention.  They are 
fertilization, replacement and care of the foundation plants (which 
follow a red-white-and-blue theme); and weeding, maybe twice a 
year. 
 
Additionally, as a result of incompatible plant selection for the ‘blue’ 
component of the project, about 25% of the garden is open ground. 
 A solution must be found to ‘complete’ the memorial garden. 
 
MFPA considered two choices.... trying to find a blue flowering plant 
to complement the red and white roses; or introducing a third-color 
rose to fill-in the open space.  Matt Lepow thinks has a selection of 
blue-flowering plant that may work 
 
So, the following is proposed.  What if an external group (such as the 
Almaden Realtor Group or the San Jose Police Officers’ Association) 
were to become the lead for the Memorial Garden?  What if, through 
donation of money and energy, a blue-colored, flowering component 
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were to be successfully added to the garden; and routine twice-a-year 
maintenance were scheduled and performed to keep this memorial 
garden viable?    A spring planting and weeding event could be timed 
with the annual memorial event associated linked to fallen officer.  A 
fall weeding would keep the project looking good. 
 
The MFPA could work with an external group; and with the help of 
Mollie Tobias of the Park Volunteers, provide the necessary tools, 
refreshments and other support needed for the two workdays.    
MFPA members will help in the workdays and participate in 
completing the project.   I am confident Matt Lepow will play an 
active-role as he has been involved from the get-go.  The memorial 
garden is a very high-visibility project! 
 
So what do you think?   How about pitching the concept to James 
Miller and Dave Walsh.  Patrick Pizzo and Linda Wilson are willing to 
meet and explore the possibilities with the Almaden Realtor group or 
the SJ police officers’ association or any other group.   It is estimated 
that funding at the $3.5K level would make this approach feasible. 
 
It is recommended that the MFPA Executive Board consider this 
approach. 
 

Fencing for the Stand-Alone, Native Plant Islands 

 
The two stand-alone, Native Plant Islands, NPI-A and –C, are in high 
traffic areas of J. Fontana Park West.  This park is where the Dog-
Park is located.  Much of the traffic is pet-owners and dogs, on and 
off leash.  There is the distinct possibility that dogs will seek to relieve 
themselves on the various plants on these mounds.  Additionally, 
bicycle traffic is not uncommon, and the shortest distance between 
two points is often taken by bikers to be a ‘straight line’!  Mounded 
dirt, with plants or otherwise, make a great ‘jump’.  So, what if 
anything, should be done to protect the NPI’s?  This is an open issue.  
Here is one prevailing thought.   
 
Use a low, two-rail, split rail fence to isolate these NPI’s.  Here is an 
example of this type of fencing: 
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Fig. 1-  Base and two-rail, split rail fence, rough-cut wood 
 

 
Fig. 2- Two-rail, 2/4, 8-foot long, split rail fence with 4x4 inch posts 
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The cost of installing a split-rail fence, plus materials, is about $8 per 
foot.  Here are likely fence patterns for the two, stand-alone, native 
plant islands: 
 

 
Fig. 3- The red ‘paths’ define the fences, as proposed. 
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New Direction for the M/F R&I Committee? 
 

As you may know, the Martin-Fontana Parks Restoration and 
Improvement Committee was formed in 2010 by the various players 
and authorities over our two parks.  Over time, its mission has 
evolved as the MFPA, the TJMNPA and the Villas Homeowners 
Association have become more directly involved in the decision- 
making and implementation of community activities, most directly 
having to do with park restoration and improvement.  Nevertheless, 
the Committee serves a key function:  it is an annual (at minimum) 
gathering of key players, all with shared-interest, authority and 
responsibility for the two parks.  It is at this table where all parties 
hear a summary of the major activities affecting the parks; where the 
long-vision is shared for all, and where conflicted issues may be 
resolved by consensus.  Perhaps the title of this committee must be 
changed to reflect the current mission?   
 
In order to consider these issues, a January 2013 meeting has been 
called.  A copy of the invitation letter is attached to further outline the 
need to redefine the role of the (current) R & I Committee. 
 
Announcement and Agenda for January 17, 2013 Meeting 

Patrick P. Pizzo, M-F R&I Committee Chair 

As you know, I am stepping down as Chairman of this committee.   
You should also realize, this Committee was independently set-up to 
work together to improve our parks prior to the formation of the MFPA 
(Martin-Fontana Parks Association) and the integration of effort 
between the MFPA and the TJM Neighborhood Park Association.  
With the coming of the New Year, major changes have occurred.  We 
have a new Councilman for District 10, Johnny Khamis; and the lead-
person for the PG&E is now Joseph Stewart.  Peggy Rudd is the park 
manager (of our park and many other City parks); and this will be the 
first R&I Meeting for Peggy.   The January 17th meeting will provide 
an opportunity for the new leadership to meet and discuss their vision 
for the parks.  Additionally, a new Chairman must step forward. 
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Contributing partners of the R&I Committee include:  a District 10 
representative from the City, PG&E, PRNS, and OCF.  Resident 
members include representation from The Villas of Almaden, MFPA 
and the TJMNPA.  The R&I Committee is to meet at a minimum, once 
per year to consider a long-view of the situation in the two parks as 
affected by interagency requirements and directives.  It is the one 
time for all represented and invested partners to meet, discuss and 
decide.   I have asked Linda Wilson, President of the MFPA to join us 
for this important meeting.  The January 17th meeting will be at 6:30 
to 8:00 p.m.   The meeting location will be the Almaden Community 
Center on Camden Ave.   

I promised in a prior mailing to send all member responses to my 
resignation letter as a compilation; it is attached.  I feel personal 
responsibility to call this January meeting to introduce the new 
leadership, select a new Chairperson, and to discuss the structure 
and direction of the Committee.  As you know, we issued a Master 
Plan (available at http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/restoration-
plans/) in early 2011 and have pretty much completed the various 
projects.  At this meeting, I hope to have to distribute an appendix go 
to the Master Plan which will outline projects currently being 
undertaken and/or completed to bring us up-to-date. 

Perhaps the Committee should be renamed the ‘Martin-Fontana 
Parks Vision Committee’ since the MFPA and TJMNPA are the 
organizations actually implementing specific projects in the R&I plan.  
We need to consider the continued importance of having a Master 
Plan to guide restoration and improvement; and so one question 
becomes, how will this Plan be updated and documented?  

I look forward to seeing each of you at the January 17th Meeting.  
Please review, and provide comment, to the proposed, draft agenda. 

Respectively, 

Patrick P. Pizzo, Chairman, Martin-Fontana R&I Committee 

http://saveourparktrees.wordpress.com/restoration-plans/
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